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Farrakhan 
Undergoes 
Surgery at 
Howard U. 
Hospital 
Nation of Islam Leader, 65, 
Battling Prostate Cancer 
By STEVEN GRAY AND KEYA GRAVES 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
Nation of Islam leader Min. Louis Farrakhan 
underwent surgery for prostate cancer at Howard 
University Hospital Wednesday, one day after being 
admiued for treatment in its radiation-oncology 
unit amid growing concern about his health. 
Physicians for Farrakhan, the passionate, fiercely 
poised 65-year-old leader who was diagnosed with 
prostate cancer in I 99 1, described the minister's 
prognosis as "excellent," and said his treatment was 
'"successful." 
"He is stable and resting, and we ask all well-wish-
ers to keep Min. Farrakhan in their prayers," said 
Leonard Muhammad. chief of staff for the Nation 
of Islam. 
Farrakhan was admitted to the hospital late Tues-
day after becoming seriously ill while resting in 
Michigan, a source said. The Chicago-based leader 
was immediately flown to Washington, less than one 
month after repons of his deteriorating health first 
surfaced in the Final Call, the organization's news 
ERIC HAW Hilltop Sm!T 
The HonorJble Minister Louis Farrakhan was 
admilled to Howard University Uoopital late Tuesday 
under tight security after becoming se.riously ill, 
See FARRAKHAN, AS 
Swygert 
Undergoes 
Surgery 
Howard University President H. Patrick Swygen 
underwent surgery at Howard University Hospital 
last week for undisclosed causes, a University 
spokeswoman has confim1ed. 
University spokeswoman Donna Brock revealed 
scant information about the president's condition, 
refusing to say when he was admitted 10 the hospi-
tal, the condition for which he was treated, or when 
he was released. Routinely, public infonnation offi-
cers release basic infonnation-such as a patient's 
condition. date of entry and date of release. But a 
spokeswoman for the hospital referred all media 
calls 10 Brock. 
The Administration's shroud of secrecy has fueled 
concern and specu.lation about the president's health, 
as an official statement regarding his condition has 
yet to be published. 
Thomas Elzey, the University's executive vice 
president and chief operating officer, has assumed 
much of the president's duties in his absence, a Uni-
versity official said. II remained unclear Wednesday 
when the president would resume his duties. 
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Elections 
Must 
Stand, 
CoIUIUittee 
Rules 
GA Grievances Committee 
Rejects Call to Overturn 
Elections 
Sy K.!MOTUY K. BROWN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The General Assembly's Grievance Committee 
ruled Tuesday 10 reject a move 10 overturn last 
month's run-off elec.iions, striking down allegations 
of corruption that had been raised by at least two 
former candidates and their supponers. 
The ruling comes weeks after Graduate Trustee 
Randy Shon and Channing Hawkins-who lost 
their bids in the Mar. 3 primary elections...-<:harged 
that the names of some candidates were misspelled 
beyond recognition on ballots, and that some under-
graduate students were allowed to vote in the race 
for graduate trustee. What's more, some students 
claim they were barred from voting the polls alto-
gether. 
Last month, as calls 10 ovenurn the elections 
heightened, the General Assembly voted to take 
overthecontestation process if the Grievance Com-
mittee failed to quell it by Tuesday. 
"They [the Grievance Committee] did their job, 
it's just that simple,'' said Anthony Santagati, chair 
of elections. 
ERIC HAW Hilltop Staff 
Yasmin Sherrard, publisher of Mad Rhythms mngnine, SJ>Oke to students Wednesday in Blackburn Center who were interested in writing hip 
hop journalism. 
But Graduate Trustee Randy Shon, who cam-
paigned for reelection, criticized the management 
See ELECTIONS, A3 
Activists 
to Receive 
Honorary 
Degrees 
BY APRILi., 0. TURNER 
Hilltop Stnff Writer 
Howard University will honor civil rights activists 
James Farmer and the late K wame Tore during its 
I 32d Commencement Exercises, which will be held 
May 8 on The Yard, the University's Board of Trustees 
has decided. 
Farmer, 79, and Tore, who died last November in 
Guinea, West Africa, at the age of 57, will also receive 
honorary doctorate degrees from the University. 
Fanner, who formed the Congress on Racial Unity 
and organized several sit-ins and boycotts during the 
Civil Rights Movement, has lost both h.is legs, is now 
blind and lives in Fredericksburg, Va. 
After learning that the Board voted 10 honor h.im this 
spring. Fanner, who has received 24 honorary degrees 
from other institutions. said he was elated and will 
count his degree from Howard as one "close 10 my 
heart." 
"I feel very flauered and honored to be recognized by 
Howard University," Farmer said. "I have other hon-
orary doctorates, but I've always wanted one from 
Howard, and now I'm gelling it. This has more mean-
ing 10 me than any of the other honors." 
Kwame Ture, fonnerly known as Stokely 
Carmichael, lead the Student Non-violent Coordinat-
ing Commi11ee as a student at Howard. and later 
became prime minister of the Blac!( Panther Pany. 
Ture, who has been described as the voice that gave 
new meaning to the phrase, "Black Power," also 
launched the All Africans People Revolutionary Party. 
Tore was arrested more than 30 times in 30 years. 
Tore's mother, Mabel Carmichael, will attend the 
Commencement exercises and accept the honor on his 
behalf. Tore, who last spoke at the University in Feb• 
ruary of last year, received one other honorary degree, 
from Shaw University in 1971. 
"We are very happy about the honor. said Carmichael 
See ACTM STS, AS 
TIE CRY i 
Trustee-elect Sterling 
N aIUed Truinan Scholar 
For Howard's Truman Scholar, Hard Work Pays Off 
By JASON T. SMITH 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
I L could have been any norn1al moming for junior finance major Louis E. Sterling, ill. But when his mother woke him up to tell him President 
H. Pauick Swygen was on the phone, 
Sterling knew this morning would be 
anything but normal. 
It's not every day the president of 
the University calls you at home-in 
Chicago. Swygen was calling Ster• 
ling to tell him he had been named a 
1999 Harry S. Truman Scholar, n 
recognition that shares rare air with 
such honors as the Rhodes and the 
Marshall Scholarship programs. 
Administration officials say that 
only four Howard students have been 
named Truman scholars since 1989. 
This year, 65 students were chosen 
from 56 U.S. colleges and universi-
ties such as Duke, Yale, Stanford. 
Princeton and Brown. 
Word that he had been named a 
Truman scholar was perfect news 
for Sterling, who has a 4.0 G.P.A. 
"I just couldn't believe it. It was just 
truly amazing," said Sterling, who 
students less than a month ago elect-
ed as to serve as next year's under-
graduate trustee. "I was excited and 
overjoyed. It was the biggest sigh of 
relief because it was all over ... 
Yes, the Truman scholarship 
process was an arduous one, Sterling 
says. The application included writ• 
ing shon answer essays and com-
posing a policy proposal on the U.S. 
role in the global financial crisis. 
Sterling even s1aned working on the 
proposal months before the actual a 
Su STERLING, A3 
File Photo 
Trustee-elect, Louis Sterling was 
recently named a lruman Scholar. 
Military Crisis in Kosovo 
Stirs Reaction at Home 
By JOHN•J OHN Wtt.1.JAMS IV 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
DaShawn Young is a sophomore 
with many things on her mind: 
Upcoming final exams. Her pan-
time job as a waitress at a local 
restaurant. And now, with NATO 
using military force 10 end the Ser-
bian slaughter of ethnic Albanians in 
Kosovo, Young fears that her moth-
er, who serves as a reserve in the 
Army's Nurse Corps, will be sent 
1BVFO 
into the thick of action. 
In nearly the two weeks, NATO-
led chiefly by 1he United States-has 
launched intensive strikes at military 
targets throughout Kosovo, the tiny 
area deep in the belt of Southeastern 
Europe. Thousands of U.S. troops 
have been sent 10 the region, and this 
week, at least three NATO troops 
were reponed captured by Serbian 
troops. 
The possibility that her mother, 
Marie Moseley-a lieutenant 
colonel in the army's nurse corps-
SPORISIBPIY 
will be sent 10 serve in Europe does 
not rest well with Young, who says 
she is angry at the prospect. 
''I'd be angry if she had to 
go ... . She'd be fighting for some-
thing that had nothing to do with 
her," Young said in an interview 
Wednesday. 
Chanel Billups shares Young's 
concern about the brewing concern 
in Kosovo, a land few Americans 
See KOSOVO, A3 
Weekend Weather 
STUDENTS PROTEST BATTLE AT UDC UP·IN SMOKE? INTRAMURAL B-BALL TODAY: MosW;Cloudf 
Thron§,s of students held a demonstraton at A proposal to move the University of Recent studies show that smoking is Howard students hoop it up in intra- 72 HI H,48 OW SATURDAY: Paw. Cloud~. the Fe eral Communication Commission's the District of Columbia evokes becoming moreirvpular among young mural games. 64 KJG ,48 LO V Headquarters this week. passionate reaction from city residents. peopl~--espec1a y young African SUNDAY: Part!C SwmW 
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ents rotest 
By CHARLES COLEMAN, JR. 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Doug "Greaseman" Tracht's racist 
comments regarding the dragging 
death of James Byrd of Texas and the 
success of Lauryn Hill's music career 
have prompted Howard students to 
challenge the Federal Communica-
tions Commission's sensitivity 
toward employers and employees 
who abuse their power of influence 
as a means to advocate or promote 
hate crimes. 
On March 8, Fred Outten, President 
of the National Black Players Coali-
tion at Howard, along with other 
Howard students, delivered a letter to 
the chairman of the FCC, William E. 
Kennard, which outlined the Coali-
tion's concerns about not only Tra-
cht's remarks, but also the more 
pressing issue of those in the media 
using their ability to reach the mass-
es in such a negative and biased man-
ner. 
Outten and other students charge 
that Tracht, formerly of both DC-IOI 
and Classic Rock 94.7 (WARW-FM), 
is notorious for having used humor 
to advocate the murder of African 
Americans. 
"Our concern is with the comments 
THE HILL1DP 
' ' reaseman's'' 
that the Greaseman has made and has 
been making," said Outten. Tracht 
has expressed other racist views in 
the past regarding Blacks and Kore-
ans. 
The students, who were granted a 
permit to protest by the District of 
Columbia, were escorted by police 
while delivering their letter. 
Still, some have not received Tra-
cht's comments with such a negative 
response. In the earlier days of his 
career as an on-air personality, DC-
! OJ listeners requested more racial-
ly insulting and distasteful remarks 
after a comment Tracht made regard-
ing Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
In Outten's letter, he requests that 
chairman Kennard and the FCC "use 
all of [their] power to ascertain that 
employers and/or their employees 
will not be permitted to abuse their 
access to the airwaves to promote 
and advocate hate crimes by any 
measure. " 
Outten's primary goal in petitioning 
Kennard, who is also the frrst Black 
chairman of the FCC, is the strength-
ening of policy against further dis-
criminatory remarks. 
"The FCC should be able to insti-
tutionalize strong policies and penal-
ties against these types of acts," said 
Outten. 
Burr Gymnasium Hosts 'Gospel 
Invasion' ith Deion Sanders 
By: KIA COLEMAN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Burr Gymnasium set the stage for a "Gospel Invasion" on Saturday . 
Student, church and community groups turned out for the "Invasion" that 
included musical entertainment by Exodus, a Christian Go-go band and Dis-
ciples of Christ, a Christian dramatic rap group. 
The night's music appealed to all types of believers, but the highlight of 
the evening and the main attraction was Deion Sanders, a defensive back for 
the Dallas Cowboys. He was speaker for the evening and sat among sever-
al Christian leaders in the area, including Michael Worsley, formerly of 
Howard University, singer Bo Williams and Pastor Robert Heapp of Har-
vest Church. 
With their support, Sanders shared with the crowd how he struggled with 
depression and thoughts of suicide before making a commitment to serving 
the lord. 
Sanders said on the outside he was "Prime Time," his prideful alter ego, 
and on the inside he was Deion Sanders, a guy that just enjoyed a good game 
who needed peace in his life. 
Sanders said he played a role before he knew "some people came to see if 
he was for real," but he assured the listeners that the change he has made is 
real; then he addressedthe crowd by sharing, "What role are you playing?" 
MARK COLEMAN/ Hilltop Staff 
OaHas Cowboys Football player Deion Sanders spoke in Burr Gymnaisum on 
Sat.nrday. 
After sharing this testimony, Sanders promised the crowd they could 
change their lives during and after a prayer was made. Many came to the stage 
to change their lives and try a relationship with Jesus. 
Howard's Bond Rating Strengthened 
By APRILL o. 'I'URNER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
versity has made vast improvements. 
Wall Street analysts have strengthened Howard 
University's bond rating from stable to positive, 
citing continued operating surpluses, and an 
increase in students applying to the University 
"In a short period of time, we have been able to 
demonstrate that the University is on sound finan-
cial footing," said Elzey. "The University is being 
proactive, admissions and enrollment have 
improved, as well as physical facilities." 
Since President H. Patrick Swygert's arrival at 
the University four years ago, and Elzey's arrival 
three-and-a-half years ago, the rating has steadi-
ly improved. Prior to this the University had been 
down-graded in their credit rating. 
tors evaluated by Moody's between its 1998 cam-
pus visit and a March 2 follow-up visit with the 
University officials in New York. The factors 
cited include improved relationship with Con-
gress: efforts toward more financial independence; 
strengthening student demand; good university-
wide operating performance; and ongoing com-
petitive risks facing the Hospital. Moody's Investors Service Inc. changed its out-
look on $170 million in bonds issued by the Uni-
versity from stable to positive and reaffirmed the 
University's A3 bond rating. The frrm also cited 
Howard's improved relationship with Congress 
and efforts made by President H. Patrick Swygert 
to cut costs and make the school more financial-
ly independent. 
According to Elzey, a large area of improvement 
was the Howard University Hospital.. 
"We are very pleased with the revision of our 
rating," said Swygert. "This is yet another mea-
sure of Howard University's ability to sustain its 
position of leadership in the educational arena. Our 
increasingly solid operating performance, driven 
by the strategic framework for action, ensures that 
we can continue to provide an excellent high qual-
ity education to the nation's top students." 
According to Thomas Elzey, Executive Vice 
President and Chief Operating Officer, the Uni-
"Howard University Hospital was projected to 
have a deficit of $18 million ," said Elzey. "It has 
all been turned around, last year the hospital had 
a surplus of $4 million." 
The improved outlook is based on several fac-
Hall Tapped to Lead Homecoming '99 
By GINGER SKINNER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Former HUSA presidential candi-
date Rob Hall has been named the 
1999 Homecoming Chair b_y the 
Homecoming Policy Board before 
spring Break. 
Hall, who served as Mr. Howard 
during the 1997-98 school year, is 
also a Campus Pal and the owner of 
an entertainment company. 
The theme for I 999 Homecoming 
will be, "Retrospect: Evolution of the 
Mecca." Hall says the concept 
behind this theme is a focus on the 
history and evolution of Howard 
University. 
"With the millennium upon us, it is 
a great time to chronicle the journey 
up to this point," Hall said. 
Hall said he plans to make 1999 
Homecoming a collaborative 
endeavor of the city and the Howard 
University co!Illnunity. 
"I want to make this a civic event 
involving organizations and people 
from around the city," Hall said, 
adding that he will move to sponsor 
a Junior Mr. and Ms. Howard 
pageant for community youths. 
In this pageant, area high school 
youths would serve as contestants. 
Hall said he is also aiming for com-
munity involvement in the annual 
Homecoming parade, teaturing a 
number of local high school bands. 
A major addition to the "Retro-
spect" Homecoming is an innovation 
that Hall refers to as his "brainchild." 
He is devising the "Retro-tunnel," 
which is a tunnel structure with sev-
eral chambers to be displayed on the 
Yard. In each chamber, there will be 
a demonstration from each era of 
Howard's history, dating back to 
1867. 
"It's an educational, interactive 
experience of the history and evolu-
tion of Howard. I want to bring our 
history to life," said Hall. 
Hall said that he and homecoming 
treasurer Khari Little have a "good 
working relationship," which is 
essential to the success of the event. 
On Monday, applications for Home-
coming Steering Committee posi-
tions and project coordinators will be 
available. Hall encourages all 
Howard students to take the initiative 
by becoming involved in 1999 
Homecoming. 
Hall is enthusiastic about launching 
"Retrospect," and feels he has the 
overall experience and determina-
tion to make the event successful 
and historical. He recalls that in look-
ing at yearbook pictures from past 
Homecomings, there seemed to be an 
atmosphere of greatness and unity 
that was reflected throughout the pic-
tures and alumni reactions. 
"My goal is to restore that while 
creating a level of nostalgia and 
grandeur," said Hall. 
HU Hosts Conference on 'Fatherless' Homes 
By STEPHEN BASKERVILLE 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Last week, a conference was held 
at Howard University regarding the 
issue of fatherless homes. 
The two-day conference, dubbed 
"The Politics of Fatherhood," was 
hosted by the Department of Politi-
cal Science, School of Divinity, 
School of Social Work and the Col-
lege of Allied Health Sciences and 
sponsored by the National Center 
for Strategic Non-Profit Planning 
and Community Leadership (NPCL). 
A grant was supplied by the Ford 
l I 
Foundation. It brought together 
intellectuals, community organizers 
and government officials. It was 
held at the School of Divinity and 
broadcasted via the School's video 
conferencing facilities, to centers 
throughout the country. 
Among the speakers were Profes-
sor William Julius Wilson of Har-
vard's Kennedy School of Govern-
ment, who delivered the keynote 
address on the subject economic 
causes of fatherlessenss and the eco-
nomic barriers to father involvement. 
Ron Mincy of the Ford Foundation 
spoke about ways of rebuilding bro-
ken families. 
According to conference speakers, 
nearly 25 million American children 
now live in fatherless households 
and nearly 2.5 million will join their 
ranks this year. It is estimated that 6 
out of IO African-American children 
are now fatherless and 4 out I 0 
American children overall. 
Fatherlessness has been linked to 
every major social problem of our 
time. Bill Clinton has said "the sin-
gle biggest social problem. in our 
society may be the growing absence 
of fathers from their children's 
homes," and Al Gore has declared 
that "absent fathers are behind most 
social woes." This opinion is shared 
by almost 80% of respondents of a 
1996 Gallup poll. 
Recent figures from the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services 
confrrms that violent crime, drug and 
alcohol abuse, teenage pregnancy, 
emotional and behavioral.disorders, 
teen suicide, poor school perfor-
mance and truancy are all directly 
related to fatherless homes than to 
any other single factor, surpassing 
poverty and race. 
The conference aimed to put these 
questions on the academic agenda 
while demonstrating what was once 
seen as a minority problem,is now a 
majority one. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 2, 1999 
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Photo Courtesy of Fred Outten 
Howard students protest the Greaseman's radio remarks in front of the Federal 
Communications Commission. 
CAMPUS BRIEFS 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF JOURNALISM 
RECEIVES $225,000 GRANT FROM THE 
KNIGHT FOUNDATION 
The Howard University Department of Journalism has received a 
$Z25,000 grant from the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation. 
The grant was awarded to establish the Knight Journalism Scholars 
Program for recruitment and training of minority journalists. It will help 
fund the University's summer high school journalism project, which 
teaches promising local students the fundamentals of the profession 
through intensive workshops, filed trips and guest lectures. Students 
also produce a workshop newspaper. 
Howard is one of only 13 institutions to receive grants totaling almost 
$5 million, which were awarded by the Foundation's trustees at their 
March Board Meeting. 
HU CHOIR TRAVELS TO LAS VEGAS 
The Howard University Choir traveled to Las Vegas Saturday, March 
20 through Tuesday, March 23. They participated in the Vegas Extrav-
aganza in Black. Among the participants were Oakwood College, 
Langston University, and Morgan State. There were no first, second, 
or third place winners out of the sixteen students who entered the soloist 
competition, however, Howard's Chris Steward was a cash prize 
recipient. The choir was also presented with a plaque for its outstand-
ing performance. The program was taped and will air on PBS in June. 
KPMG FOUNDATION TO FuND SCHOLARSHIPS AT 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
The KPMG Foundation announced it is establishing a scholarship pro-
gram to assist the School of Business at Howard University. 
The KPMG Foundation will award $25,000 in scholarship funds every 
year for the next four years. The program will support the School of 
Business in recruiting students to its programs, especially in the 
Accounting and Finance areas, as well as assisting in the retention of 
current outstanding students. 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS PRESENTS A CAREER FAI!l 
On Thursday, April 8th from 12 p.m. to 4 p.m., there will be a career 
fair in Blackburn Center. Business students adopted by corporations 
will represent their company during this time. There will be giveaways 
and cash prizes allotted. General Electric, IBM, and Goldman Sachs 
are among the 20 companies to be represented. All students and fac-
ulty are encouraged to attend learn about the dynamics of companies 
as well as the internship and employment opportunities. 
CSA To SPONSOR ANNUAL CARIBB~ WEEK 
The Caribbean Students Association will sponsor its Annual 
Caribbean Week April 4 through April I 0. The theme for Caribbean 
Week is: A celebration of Caribbean Achievements". 
The events for the week are: 
Sunday 
Call to Chapel- Rankin Memorial Chapel, 11 a.m. 
Monday 
Caribbean Expo-Blackburn Ballroom, 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Tuesday 
Library Research Workshop: 
Movie Presentation and Discussion on Cuba I a.m.- 2 p.m. 
Elements of SOUL Poetry Cipher 
Derreck Walcott Lecture, 2:30 - 4:00 p.m. 
Caribbean Spotlight, 7 - IO p.m. 
Wednesday 
Caribbean Research Day, All Day 
Thursday 
Conference- Economics and Trade Relations in the Caribbean: The 
Banana Industry Crisis, 3-5 p.m. 
Town Hall Meeting and Conference, Blackbum Center, 5:30 p.m. 
Friday 
Caribbean Week Film Series 
Saturday 
Carribean Family Reunion Picnic and Sports Day 
Compiled by Staff Writer Aprill 0. Turner, Campus Briefs run "tt•eek-
ly in the Campus section of The Hilltop and must be delivered, faxed, 
or e-n,ailed to the newspaper no later than 5 p.m. Monday. The Hill-
top is located on the Plau, level of the Plaza Towers West, the fax num-
ber is 202.806.4758 and the e-mail address isthehilltop@hotmail.com. 
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Do you think that 
Georgia Ave. will 
be a good location 
for the Bookstore? 
''I think it's an excellent idea. 
Georgia Ave. is a much more 
accessible location.'' 
--Neko Grant, Architecture, 
Junior 
''I think it would be a good idea if 
they plan to expand to help with 
the lines.'' 
--Artisha Tyson, Political Science, 
Sophomore 
''It's more convenient for non-stu-
dents to purchase books because 
Georgia Ave. is more accessible 
than 4th Street.'' 
--Chandi Thomas, Biology, 
Senior 
' 
''It's not that big of a difference. 
They are both the same distance 
from central campus.'' 
--Kristal Maner, Clinical Lab 
Sciences, Freshman 
Compiled By Eric Hall 
THE HILLTOP A3 
anization is t 
By JEFFREY D. WHITNER 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
This story has been reprinted from the 
October 9, 1987 edition of The Hilltop 
covering a visit of Stokley Carmicahel to 
campus. 
In 1967 the Black liberation movement 
was at an all-time high. As head of the 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Com-
mittee, Stokely Carmichael became a 
household name . 
It was he and a colleague, H. Rap 
Brown, that first proclaimed "Black 
power" as they shook clenched fists at 
television cameras. 
Last Wednesday night Carmichael 
returned to Howard. But his name now is 
Kwarne Ture and the organizations he 
works with is the All-African People's 
Revolutionary Party. 
His message, though, has remained just 
as mili tan I. 
In a lecture in the School of Business 
and Public Administration auditorium, 
expressed the "need for organization 
among our people to break down the 
capitalist system and to be free." 
The program, entitled "Unity Presuppos-
es Organization" attracted a large num-
ber of students as the auditorium was 
filled to capacity. 
During the lecture Ture said the capital-
ist system persists to confuse Black 
Americans into selfish individualism. 
"Progress for our people cam be broken 
down into two categories: qualitative 
and quantitative," Ttire said. 
It is the quantitative attitudes ("selfish-
ness") that society has acquired from the 
capitalist, he said. 
"This has weakened our power due to 
our lack of organization. Qualitative 
progress is what we want," he said. 
Ture said education should be used for 
the benefit of a people not individual 
gain. 
He said Black Americans must identify 
themselves with Africa because Black 
people everywhere must fight for the 
same thing at the same time. 
"Political power comes from the orga-
nized masses," Ture said. 
Ture is a graduate of Howard University 
and is a native of Port of Spain, Trinidad. 
The program was sponsored by the A.-
A.P.R.P., and the Howard University 
Student Association. 
Sterling 
Truman 
• IDS Students React to Kosovo Violence 
Scholarship 
STERLING from, Al 
application process, he said. 
During the process, I got less 
sleep had a normal college 
student, who gets no sleep 
already," he said. 
And his hard work is paying 
off. Congratulations and well 
wishes have been pouring in. 
"I can't think of a more 
appropriate honor for Louis 
Sterling III," Swygert said in 
a statement. "His scholarship 
and obvious commitment to 
community service exempli-
fy Howard University's 
unique brand of leadership 
for America and the Global 
community." 
The program allots each 
scholar a $30,000 grant. The 
majority of that $27,000 is to 
be used for graduate study 
with the remainder going 
toward senior year expenses. 
Scholars also attend an annu-
al Truman Scholars Leader-
ship Week. 
Sterling said he hopes to 
make a wave one day in the 
financial market as a U.S. 
Treasury Department policy 
analyst, and he wants to start 
with getting his M.P.P./J.D. 
degree concentrating on inter-
national finance. 
"I've been internationally 
focused and driven since my 
study abroad experience in 
Spain last year," said Ster-
ling. 
Sterling is quick to point 
out that his selection was no 
individual effort. Everyone 
from Daniel Williams, the 
campus Truman scholars 
advisor to past Truman schol-
ars from Howard, aided him. 
Sterling even received a few 
interviewing pointers from 
1999 Rhodes Scholar Carla J. 
Peterman, just before being 
whisked away to Chicago for 
final interviews. 
"I'm really thrilled about 
representing Howard and my 
state of Illinois," he said. 
Howard University 
• 
omecom1n 
Steering Committee 1999 
The Homecoming Steering Committee is seeking dedicated and 
qualified applicants for the following positions: 
Executive Staff 
Vice Chair 
Operations Manager 
Public Relations Director 
Volunteer Coordinator 
Executive Secretary 
Executive Assistant 
Fundraising Manager 
Event Coordinators 
Mr. & Miss Howard Pageant 
Libation Ceremony 
Alumni Fashion Show Brunch 
Gospel Concert 
Alumni Concert 
Artistry in Motion 
Comedy Show 
Fashion Show 
Family Reunion (YardFest) 
Retro Tunnel 
Hip Hop Concert 
Parade 
Step Show 
ALL applicants will be SERIOUSLY considered. 
(The "Homeboy Hook-Up" is not in effect.) 
KOSOVO from, Al 
have heard of, much less 
can spot on 
a map. 
Billups said a close 
friend recently completed 
the Army's initial training 
program, and that her 
friend expects to be called 
to duty in Kosovo. 
"I'm very concerned, and 
so is he," the marketing 
major said. "They need 
more experienced soldiers 
going. People who know 
the ropes should be 
going," she said. 
Some did not share 
Young's sentiments. 
"I would be worried 
about my friends in the 
Army. But when one 
enlists in the Army, the 
risk for the potential of war 
is always there," said 20-
year-old Danele Riddick, a 
radiation therapy major. 
While the U.S. govern-
ment has taken a humani-
tarian role in the effort to 
end the Albanian slaugh-
ter, some Howard students 
said they are skeptical 
about the nation's reason-
ing for sending troops to 
Kosovo. 
"I don't know exactly 
what's going on there," 
said computer science 
major Israel Cook. "I'm 
getting the message that 
what we're doing is good." 
Others were simply 
against U.S. involvement 
overseas. 
"I think the government 
should be careful when we 
meddle in internal affairs," 
Steven Robinson, a 
finance major said. "One 
man's genocide can be 
another man's justified 
civil war," he added. 
Elections Must Stand, Committee Rules 
ELECTIONS from, Al 
Seof the elections, saying 
he felt compelled to "com-
plain this year because last 
year's [elections] were rot-
t " en. 
"There was a lack of 
leadership .... Justice need-
ed to be done, and it 
wasn't," Short said in 
anger at the committee's 
ruling. 
Reacting to the commit-
tee's ruling, HUSA Vice 
President-elect Q. Terah 
Jackson III, said he felt the 
ruling was the fairest solu-
tion possible. 
"The committee and San-
tagati were able to reach 
the same conclusion. It's 
what people wanted," 
Jackson said. 
Saying the elections 
should not be overturned, 
Jackson encouraged stu-
dents to sign petitions cir-
culating throughout cam-
pus opposing the 
contestations. According 
to Jackson, some 500 stu-
dents have already signed 
the pet1t1ons, which is 
slightly less than half the 
number of students who 
voted in Mar. IO run-off 
elections. 
"It was clear to us that the 
student body did not want 
the elections overturned," 
Jackson said. 
Erick Watson, the UGSA 
representative for Engi-
neering, Architecture and 
Computer Science echoed 
Santagati 's sentiments, 
saying "the committee 
made the best decision that 
needed to be made. 
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 
our su 
"A new election would 
have been a big step and 
stressful for students and 
candidates," 
added. 
Watson 
In hindsight, Short says 
that if there's one thing 
he's learned from the expe-
rience, it would be the 
imporatance of having 
"ethical leadership." 
"I could care less about 
winning, I'm just con-
cerned about a fair 
process," Short said. 
er. 
SESSION I: June 1-July 9 • SESSION II: July 12-August 20 
► Outstanding research university 
► Incredible course selection -
I, I 00 courses in 98 disciplines 
------------------------------------------
For more information, clip and mail this form: 
Nome __________________ _ 
Addres _________ School _______ _ 
Job Descriptions and Applications will be available Monday, April 5th 
in the Homecoming office, Room 109 (Power Hall) in the Blackburn 
University Center. 
► Low tuition 
· ► Great location near Washingl~n, DC 
► Many evening courses 
Cily __________ \!Ille ____ Zip __ _ 
Office of Continuing ond Extended Edutotion, University of Maryland, 2103 Reckord 
Armory, College Pork, MD 207 42; phone: (301 ) 405-6551 or (800) 711-8627; 
fax: (301) 314-9572; email: canted@umoil.umd.edu; 
weblite: www.infarm.umd.edu/summer "' 
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ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT 
EWS RIEF 
2 APRIL 1999 · 
(Monday, 5 April 1999-Friday, 9 April 1999) 
You must register for Fall 1999 during 
General Mandatory Registration (GMR) 
or incur a $150 Late Registration Fee. 
To complete General Mandatory Registration, you must: 
• See your academic advisor before using HU B.I.S.O.N. 
• Use HU B.I.S.O.N. (202-806-4537) 6AM-11:30PM to select classes. 
THE HILLTOP 
• Remove any of the following holds: Acad~mic, Address, Admission, Advisor's, . 
Housing, International, Medical, Student Affairs, Treasurer's. 
• Pick up class schedule and bill printouts in . Cramton's lower level 9AM-3PM 
(Monday, Tuesday, Thurdsay, Friday) and 9AM-6PM (Wednesday) to confirm your 
selection and amount due. 
.--.. - -•-••o, . .,.-,.u ... ,_ .... ,_. ,- - • • 
-, -- --- 4 - - ------· --
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,Farrakhan Gets lreatment at HUH 
FARRAKHAN from, Al 
paper. 
· Fueled by that newspapers descrip-
tion of Farrakhan's condition as 
"gravely ill,'' other newspapers, such 
as The Village Voice, reported on the 
minister's condition. In response, 
Nation of Islam officials held a news 
conference, during which Abdu l 
Alim Muhammad, the organization's 
minister of health, said the minister 
was suffering from a persistent viral 
infection. but that recent tests show 
the cancer is "under control." 
pita! drew support from the Rev. Jesse 
Jackson, who met with Farrakhan 
shortly after his surgery. 
"Fortunately, because he has kept 
up with it [the treatment] and main-
tained the discipline, he's been able 
to more or less control it," Jackson 
told the Associated Press. "My sense 
is that the doctors today are satisfied 
with the effect of their work today. We 
can only pray and hope for the best 
results." 
Catholics and members of other reli-
gious groups. 
Farrakhan last spoke at the Univer• 
sity in October at Cramton Auditori-
um, during a celebration commemo• 
rating the fourth anniversary of the 
Million Man March. 
A group of Howard University stu-
dents circulated a card for Farrakhan, 
while HUSA President-elect Marilyn 
Hoosen, Graduate Trustee Randy 
Short and other students attempted to 
visit the minister. Short said they 
were stopped by hospital security. 
''We're very concerned about the 
health of the rninister," said Short, 
adding the group "wanted to show 
suppon. We want to see him have a 
speedy recover. He is in our prayers." 
. . 
READ 
ABOUT 
IT. 
AS 
Abdul Alim Muhammad, who is 
based in Washington, said that Far-
rakhan would take a four-month sab-
batical to recover from intensive radi-
ation treatraent, and that the ailments 
plaguing the minister stem from a 
reaction to an experimental cancer 
treatment using radioactive plant 
seeds. 
"There is no need for anyone to 
expect the ... demise" of Farrakhan, 
Abdul Alim Muhammad said. "'This 
is no death watch." 
Farrakhan, who in 1995 led the 
Million Man March-the largest 
gathering on the Mall in the nation's 
history-has remained out of the 
public's view for much of the last six 
months, exc.ept for an appearance at 
the Feb. 28 Saviour's Day celebra-
tion, the Nation of Islam event in 
Chicago that drew some 20,000 peo-
ple. 
He has been described by his crit-
ics as homophobic, sexist and aoti-
semetic. In a 1997 Boston speech, 
Farrakhan auacked homosexuals, 
Likening 10 drug dealers. And in other 
speeches around the nation, Far-
rakhan has sharply auacked Jews, 
The Associated Press reported that 
Farra.khan's family- including bis 
wife, daughter and son-in-law- are 
in Washington. The AP also report-
ed yesterday that Farrakhan bas been 
treated at the hospital before for his 
prostate condition. TI IE IIILLTOP. 
Farrakhan's admission to the hos-
Tore, Farner to Recieve Degrees 
ACTIVIS'fSfit,111, Al 
"I am very pleased that they 
decided to honor my son." 
tor of the K wame Tore Work Study 
Institute and Library. 
The push to move the University 
to bestow honors on Farmer and 
Tore was led in large part by stu-
dent Trustees Randy Short and 
Jonathan Hutto. 
honor. 
"I love both of these men ... they 
both served in their own way, to 
liberate Africans and to raise con-
ciseness that we are all equal," 
Short said. 
"Mae Charles," as she is affec-
tionately called by two generations 
of organizers and activists, is 
spearheading a world-wide drive 
to build an institute and library in 
Tore's name in Conakry, Guniea. 
"We thank President Swygert and 
the entire University community 
for their decision to award Mr. Tore 
and Mr. Farmer honorary degrees," 
Hullo said. "We strongly urge all 
African students and ,Y0utb to take 
the lead in our efforts to recognize 
these two great men," Hullo said. 
Donations corr be seur to tire 
Kwame Titre lnstitttre and Librar)' 
do The Black United Ft,nd of llli-
11ois, 1809 E. 7 I st Street, Chica-
go, /L60649. Phone- 773 324-
0494. 
THE BEST WAY To START YOUR FRIDAY. 
"K wame continues 10 live as a 
revolutionary and activist who 
studied, worked, and struggled all 
of his life for Africans and other 
oppressed people, especially for 
students and youth," said Bob 
Brown, a friend of Tore and direc-
E-mail- paroots2@yahoo.com 
Short said that Farmer and Tore 
are more than deserving of the 
next 
se111ester~ 
study 
abroad 
without 
lea v il(1g 
the 
country 
Expenence a semester 
you 'II never forget in 
Hawai'i 
. 
University of Hawai- i at Manoa, 
A Se1~ester A/111ost Abroad program 
for cornplete inforrnation, connect to: 
www2.hawaii.edu/alr11ost 
or e-mail anitah@hawaii.edu 
On-campus housing and meals available 
QBfY. 
l~at voite inii~e Jour ha~ 
tellinf Jou to Mt ~e roa~ i~ not 
to ~e me~~e~ wit~. 
(lijl) ~~1-ij~ll 
2401 PenftS)ffllia Avenue1 Sim G 
WASHINGTON O.C. 
www.statravel.com 
- . ~-- •---------------------.1.r 
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News from around the world 
WEST I DIE .. ~ 
KINGS'! ON Prime ~fm1ster Percival Pat-
terson of Jamaica has said he is standing behind 
has national security minister, Keith Knight. 
who ru1s been under pressure 10 resign m lhe face 
of perceived widespread criminal violence in the 
country. Speaking to Journalists at the end of a 
three d.,y cahmet retreat at the end of February, 
Patterson said the minister enjoyed his confi-
dence 1 he t 1tcment ended specula11on that 
Knight was 10 he ,,c.ked Jo defending Knight. 
the prune nuni ter ~.ud available figures showed 
that serious cnrnc. mcluchng murder, was declm 
mg, although "still 111tolcr,111tly high." 
BARBAIX)S A new non resident high com-
missioner 11> 8arh,1dos lws been ,1ppointcd to 
replace the late Chernc Orr who died last Sep-
tember, the Government Information Service 
announced. ·n1e gowrnment has approved the 
appointment ol Lorne McDonnough, who will 
be hased in T1 inidad, :ts that country's new high 
commissioner McDonnough began hi~ lnreign 
service c11rc:er m 1975 as an attachc in Jumaica \ 
Pcrmt1nent missmn to the O1gm1i1;1t1on of Amer-
ican Statt·s. He also :.erved as deputy high com-
missioner to 'lhnidad und 'lbhago from I 985 to 
I 9X9 1111<.I as permanent rcprc,c:ntatin· to the 
OAS from 1992 111 I !.!95. 
DOMINICA Nmt· lllrg,11 lirc,,rm, and more 
lh,m I ,400 rounds of ,munumuons were hand 
et.I over lo authorities during a two-week gun 
amne~ty last month, Police Comnussioncr 
Simon Darroux has di,closcd. "Although the 
number ol firearm, surrendered represents just 
a fraction of the unlicenccd Ii rearms circulating 
in thl· s1,11c. till' amnc,ty has lx·cn fairly suc-
ces,tul," D.,rroux said in a ,tatcnwnt on Feb. 22. 
TRlNlDAD & 'IOBJ\GO AIDS, Chicken 
pox and tuberculosis arc rampant in Trmidad's 
pnStms. which now hold nearly thrte times the 
number of inmates for winch the) wen· built. 
The conditions arc described in a U.S. State 
Department human rights report on Trimdad 
which was issued by the l..'.S. Information Ser-
vice last month. Accordmg to thi.: report, the 
women and men·, pri,on, at Golden Grove, 
Cam:r.i and Port of Spain ··meet minimum intcr-
nallonal standards. However. conditions are 
worse III Port ot Spain prison. which was 
designed for 250 inmate, but houses about 
I 'I()() .. 
·- . 
EUROPE 
BELFAST SllUth African President Nelson 
Mandela ofter, support to the Northern Ireland 
Peace Prnce,s. 1'.t.111dc:l.1 held tdcphone conver-
sations \\tth Prote,t:ml kader D,1\ id Trimhk. the 
British-ruled pnn incc', lirst mi1w,ter. and Sc:a-
mu, M.11lon. u Roman Cntholic ln,h national-
ist. the deput) fir,t mi111,ter 
GENEVA The l :,.: 1s ,t,utmg Ill airhft emer-
gl'll, )" a1J for ten~ of thousan,b of ethnic Alban-
ian rdi.1gel':-. \\ ho lkd to ne1ghhormg \lb:uua 
from Koso,o. l'hl' British glwernmrnt h,1s q1p-
·>lied a tmn,port pl.Ill(' \\h1d1 ,huttk, emt·rgt·ncy 
supplic:s from Denmark into the ,\lbanian c.1p-
ital, Timnn. In Ko,ll\'O, nbout 550,000 people 
have ohandoned their home, ,o far, \\hkh 1s 
at>out one quarter l>f the pre- nmfl1c11wpula11on 
m 1he Serb pn,, m,e. At lea,t 90.000 ha,e fled 
to Albama smcc ti; \TO', .urstnl,;e,. Another 
9,000 have e ll'rcd \fa,edoma m the past fc,, 
days, and th 'tugo ta, pro, nee of Mont n"gro 
no\\ has a ot I o 1,.000 refug e, 
MJDDLEEAST 
JERUSALEM lsrnel1 umon ended ., four-
day stnke that d1srupll·d tra,el and ,hut down 
wade ~,•,nths of the public ,ertor nfter readu.ng 
an agreement for a 4.8 percent p3)" n,e \\1th the 
- - - -treasury. 
AFRICA 
KAMPALA. Uganda Eighteen R\\aodan 
Hutus who killed dght foreign toun,ts were 
killed by l' ganda 's army Ste\'~n Kavuma. U gan 
da ·s Miruster of State for Defense. ,tatC"d that 18 
rebels were killed and tour were cnptured m a 
cla.<ih Just over the border in ndghbonng Congo 
Around 150 rebels abducted 31 foreign touns1, 
in the Bwindi National Parle nf southcrnwcstem 
Uganda on March 1 and murdered eight of 
tbcm--four Bnton,, two \mencan, and two 
New Zealanders 
Compiled from 'K ire sen ices by staff wnter 
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The Future of South 
Africa's Universities 
-----~------ - - - --
By LY'l,'1, Sl\1\1()'1,0S 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
'fbeUmted Statei. Information Agency. 'World 
Bank. and colleges and universities such as 
Howard University have been helping to guide 
South African universities mto a fairer educational 
,ystem in hopes of eliminating the vicious cycle 
of poor universities getting poorer and rich uni-
~crst11es getting richer. 
The fledgling non-apartheid South Africa is five 
~cars old, and like a young child, 11 1s struggling 
to learn new concepts and anemptmg to make 
things work. Unlike a child. South Africa has a 
Jong history of racism and class oppression. This 
history of apartheid continues to shape the prob-
lems and progress of the universities there. 
Dr Robert Cummings, Chair of the University\ 
African Studies department, described South 
Africa\ higher education struggles as a slow and 
steady process There are two types of universi-
ties: Historically Disadvantaged Institutions (HDI) 
and H1stonca, ,y Advantaged Institutions (HAI) 
that literally oppose each ott.er HDls art: pre 
dom1natcly bl,1ck, while HAis arc predominately 
white. Alter the end of apartheid, the goal of the 
government was to equalize financial, human, 
and material resources among these universities," 
said Cummings. 
Howard Umverslly has dedicated a program, 
HURSAP. lo help elevate South African Univer-
sity programs. Student exchange and study abroad 
programs are presently being implemented. 
Howard University works on the first priority of 
the univers11ies. and for HDls 1l is usually gelling 
more qua Ii fied professors. 
"HDls are 1n need of professors with terminal 
degrees. There 1s a limited pool of Ph.D.s from 
[non whites] m these universities," said Cum-
mings. The res1dence-111-training program allows 
Howard professors to assist the staff by teaching 
Ill South Afncan universities for a summer. This 
helps but 1, ··Jike pourtng a cup of water into an 
ocean," says Cummtngs. ··Howard University 
gives at 11s pent." 
··Of all the places on this planer, South Africa has 
the opportunity to confront racism in a positive 
way, even more so than America because it is so 
new:· said Vickey Saunders. professor of Radio, 
TV, and Film at Howard University. Saunders 
recently taught at South Africa's Rand Afrikaans 
University (RAU) through a joint program 
between the Umversity and the United States 
Information Agency. "I enjoyed working with 
everyone there." she said of her ~ummer at RAU 
Upon arrival at RAU. a H1storically Advan 
taged Institution. she gathered all the students in 
her department together to meet with them. "I had 
to make sure that the Black students knew I was 
there. They were very proud that I was from 
Howard." She encouraged the Blacks to confide 
in her with issues they may not feel they could tell 
the all-white communications department facul-
ty. "I still have both white and black students who 
e-mail me today.·· 
One student told Saunders of her experience of 
having to work alone in a class for an entire 
seme,ter while the other students d1 vided them 
selve, into groups of seven ··No one would be in 
a group with her and the White Afrikaan teacher 
said nothing." Saunders reported that event to the 
University. 
She soon discovered that the Communications 
Club at the University was all Black and no whites 
wanted to Join. 
·The legacy of apartheid ts what underrrunes the 
current national ,trateg1e,. · Cummings said. 
Dunng apartheid. Black South African~ ··worked 
in ,ocial sciences and humaniue~ because tha1 \\<b 
were they could get Job<' said Cumming,. Black-, 
in fields related to governmem development were 
not supported b~ the government. .. Apartheid 
maintained rnon-whttes} as an educated labor 
force that was totally dependent." 
In this ne\\ South Africa. there is a greater need 
for an educated Black population 
'"You can·t have educated sla\es:· said Cum-
rnmgs. 
Both types o Sou·h African uni\er ... 11ies are 
competing for the government\ hmned education 
funds, however. HAis have a clear advantage. 
Each university has to pro-.e Its value to the go\·· 
ernment in terms of tangible goods. number of 
graduates produced. quality of facilities and num-
ber of professors While the number of students 
seeking admission is large. the HDJs· human 
resources are weak. 
With less money being distributed to the HD!s. 
and more money to the already wealth) HAis. stu-
denh at HD ls may be asked to pay f. ,r a portion 
of the fees. These are predominant)) Black stu-
denh. Many of the families of these studenb can-
not afford these educational fees because of the 
economic legacy of apartheid. 
The unfortunate South Africans who are not able 
to receive a degree from an HD! or HAI will have 
to turn 10 other institutions. Technikons, which are 
equivalent to the U.S."s vocational technical insti-
tutions. will be one of the solutions. 
At the predominately white institutions, ·'Whites 
will see them as competitors." said Cummings. '"A 
lot of racism and personal interest serves as a bar-
rier to the mobility of the masses:· Therefore. 
blacks are reluctant to earn degrees. especially 
their Ph.D.s. from white institutions. 
If less students attend HD ls, less funding will be 
given to them. If less fundmg is given to the 
already poor HD!s. students will not attend 
because they cannot pay any portion ot the tuition. 
There may be little left for the institutions to do 
but close their doors. However. Cummings sees 
that as a big mistake, for all the education institu-
tions are needed. The majority of South African 
universities arc Historically Disadvantaged. 
If the Black South African receives a degree out-
side of the country. there is a stigma attached to it 
and it is looked down upon. especially if it is from 
the United States. Blacks that believe this con-
tribute to a powerful slave mentality or •'internal 
crisis" that serves to further bar some Blacks 
from progressing. according to Cummings. 
In discusswns with the students during her stay 
in South Africa. Saunders found that many Black 
students are not eager to leave the country to earn 
a degree elsewhere because so many new oppor-
tunities are opening up for them. On the other 
hand, the white students want to leave because they 
feel that they are being blamed for the structure of 
apartheid. which they were born into. 
"Young people are trying. There are many who 
want to learn and make it work,'" said Saunders. 
The students at RAU share the common goal of 
wanting 10 combat the high crime rates of their 
country. 
"'Africa has been neglected,"' Cummings said. 
··The Chmese are powerful and the Japanese are 
powerful because China and Japan are seen as 
powerful countries. Africa is not seen as power-
ful. As Africans themselves. they don't see each 
other as powerful people. We forget to empower 
our own institutions." 
Psst ... Did you know we are 
I 
hiring people with 
these skills? 
Computer Science 
Electrical Bngin"81'ing 
Mec.bauicaJ Bngiueenng 
Systems Bngin~ 
Computer Jftngiu"81'ing 
Biology 
Chernistl"y 
We are currently seeJ.Ung undergraduate 
st4..de~ts for co-op 8J!.d l.p.tern ass1gn.m~n~. 
as well a.s Juniors and seniors for entry-level positions 
You would be a.ma.zed. at what we do! If we have piqued your interest, 
fax your resume to: (703) 813-7884. ATTN: Henry Johnson; or mall 
to: Henry Johnson, Personnel Representative, PO Box 12727. Dept. 
RAHOW0499. Arlington, VA 22209-8727. 
We will respond W1th1n 45 ~s If there is further interest. All appli-
cants must successfully complete a thorough medical exa.mina.tion, a 
polygraph exa.minat.ton. and a..n extensive background tnvestiga.tion. 
U.S. c1tizensh1p ts required. 
Challenges For A Changing World 
Pe.-.~ vis,t our~ s.·e at wwwoa go,., 
An equal opQOnt.n1ty employer and a drug lrtt wott. fo,-a 
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Case to Determine 
College Media 
Censorship 
By R..EKA ASHLEY 
MUJTay State News 
MURRAY. Ky.-College journal-
ism may become like a poodle. all 
fluff and no bite. and less of a watch-
dog. if a courtroom 111 Cincinnati 
declares 11 legal for college adnums-
tra!or<; 10 censor cenain forms of sru-
dent express10n. 
It all began when KcntuCk) State 
Umversity tried ro put out a year-
book. 1\.vo students filed a lawsuit 
when a universi1y administrator. 
Berry Gibson. prohibited its distrib-
ution. claiming it was poor in quali-
ty. It is fairly common knowledge the 
administration takes a hands-off 
approach tO college publications 
unless they are obscene or libelous. 
The yearbook was neither. 
The case. Kincaid vs. Gibson. went 
to court. where a Judge ruled in the 
school's favor based on the I 988 
Supreme Court case of Hazelwood 
vs. Kuhlmeier. concerning high 
school censorship. The court in the 
Hazelwood case stated educators do 
not violate the First Amendment by 
exercising editorial control over the 
style and content of srudent speech in 
school publications as long as their 
actions are related to legitimate con-
cerns. The judge ruled this finding 
was applicable to college publica-
tions. 
The case was appealed and has 
recently been heard by the U.S. Court 
of Appeals for the 6th Circuit. Attor-
ney for the students, Bruce Orwin, 
argued Gibson had violated the year-
book staff's First Amendment rights 
when she prohibited the yearbook"s 
release. One of the three justices 
hearing the case, Judge James Ryan, 
seemed to disagree. ··Your constitu-
tional arguments are not persuasive," 
Ryan said. However. the university"s 
policies state that students have edi-
torial control over the yearbook. The 
parts of the yearbook that were 
INITT2881 
brought 11110 que~uon were editorial 
sry le decisions. 
Dale Harrison. a student at 
Youngstown State University who 
anended the heartng. said, ··Any uni-
ven.11y that hands anything over to 
studenis ought 10 be closed." A deci-
sion 1s expected to be issued by the 
court witlun the next six months. 
Although the outlook might appear 
bleak. Mark Goodman. execuhve 
director at the Student Press Law 
Center. stated that he is cautiously 
optim1sttc about the outcome. 'Tve 
talked to several people that were in 
the courtroom and It sounds as if one 
of the judges did not have a very clear 
understandmg of the collegiate stu-
dent media," he said. 'Tm hopeful 
once he reads all the briefs in the case 
he will have a better understanding." 
This case is the biggest case the uni-
versity has had to fight in lhe last I 0 
years. "If the decision isn't in the stu-
dents· favor the case will not be over 
at least for a wlule:· Goodman said. 
Angel Fairbanks. editor of Murray 
State·s yearbook. said "The adminis-
trator should not have pulled the 
yearbook based on its quality." The 
attorney representing Kentucky State 
said during the trail the yearbook 
was pulled because it came in half the 
size. with half the photos and poor 
headlines. "Those are all editorial 
preferences," Fairbanks said. "When 
a person is hired as editor it is that 
student's right to decide." 
Fairbanks stated that the publica-
tions are there for students to learn 
and if ii does not turn out exactly 
right. so be 11. "'When I came onto 
The Shield ~taff I was told 11 was a 
learning experience," she said. "The 
advisers allow us 10 fail in some 
ways, because through mistakes we 
learn. We have to take responsibili-
ty for the job we do. When the 
administration comes in and tells us 
how it"s going to be done we stop 
learning and stop being creative." 
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Cluck-U Opens In Northwest 
By RAFlAH DAVIS 
. Hilltop Staff Writer 
As soon as Marsal Tate walked into 
Cluck U, he knew whal separated 
this fast food res1aurant from the rest 
of the Georgia Avenue eateries. The 
woman behind the counter immedi-
ately made eye con1ac1 with him and 
cheerfully welcomed him. 
On Tuesday, the eighteen-year-old 
Northwest resident was back for sec-
onds. "There are more choices than 
KFC or Burger King and the prices 
are more reasonable," said Tate. He 
said tha1 although he enjoys the food, 
he is not yet an addict of the buffalo 
wings that the store's advertisement 
warns are very addictive. 
Since its grand opening on Feb. 
17, owner Selwyn Holder said that 
business has not been as good as he 
expected. To remedy that problem, 
he is offering a len percent discount 
to Howard University students and 
faculty for the spring semester. He 
said that he knows tha1 college Stu· 
dents want food quickly. "It takes 
about three minutes to get food from 
the kitchen 10 the customer," he said. 
Holder said !hat he and his partner, 
Geoffrey Trout, picked the location 
at 2921 Georgia Ave. because of its 
closeness to the universi ty and 
because it is in the inner city. "It's 
always good to give back to the com• 
munity," said Holde. The 36-year-old 
entrepreneur resides in Bowie, but is 
originally from Barbados. 
With a location in the inner-city 
comes the issue of safety. Holder 
said that he and his panner are very 
concerned about the safety of their 
staff. "We are trying 10 build a rela-
tionship with the me1ropoli1an police 
and with the people in the commu-
nity," he said. 
The Cluck U Chicken on Georgia 
Avenue is the first in the District. but 
there are five others in 1he surround-
ing areas. The franchise is minority 
owned. 
Visi1ors to the community are 
anrac1ed 10 the restaurant by its 
familiar name. "There's one by our 
school, so when this one opened we 
had to try it,'' said 17-year-old Man 
Grosso. He and his friend Evan Ernst 
visit the store every Tuesday when 
1hey come 10 the neighborhood 10 do 
community service. Ernst always has 
the buffalo bites, and he said that the 
biscuits are also very good. Both lhe 
boys said that the service is quick and 
friendly. 
Grosso had one complaint. "l jusl 
wish they would deliver, so it could 
come to my house." His home is 
located further up Georgia Avenue. 
Unfortunately, the owners have not 
decided whether or not they will 
deliver. Holder said I.hat due 10 issues 
of safely, 1hey may just offer deliv-
ery in a few select locations. such as 
Hilllop Siatr/ Eric Hall 
O uck-U a new chicken "ing store opened in February. 
Children's Hospital. While he said 
1ha1 he would like to deliver, the 
safety of the employees comes firs 1. 
Assis1an1 s1ore manager An1onio 
Arthur said 1hat the owners have a 
genuine concern for their employees. 
"They recognize your abilities and 
who you are," he said. Arthur also 
said that by working al the restaurant 
he has the opportunity to become 
pa.rt owner or owner of his own fran-
chise. 
More Colleges Move Toward 
Sntoke-Free Residence Halls· 
By J ASON STEINHARDT 
George Washington U. 
WASHINGTON, DC-Colleges 
and universities across the country 
have begun to review an9 revise their 
smoking policies. as four million 
college students continue to smoke 
despite anti-smoking policies in res-
idence balls and other public areas. 
The newest policy changes nation-
wide have shifted from prohibiting 
smoking in universily buildings 10 
confining it to students· living space. 
A 28 percent increase in the number 
of college students who smoke in the 
last six years. according to a Harvard 
University survey, has led several 
universities to establish smoke-free 
residence halls. 
USA Today surveyed the nation's 
30 largest colleges and universities 
abou1 their smoking policies earlier 
this month. Of the 28 universities 
surveyed that provided student hous-
ing, IO prohibit smoking in any of 
their residence halls and another 
seven universities reserve only I 0 
percent of their rooms for smokers. 
USA Today reported that Purdue 
University will triple i1s number of 
non-smoking rooms this year, to 
make more 1ban 30 percent of the 
school's rooms non-smoking. The 
University of Cal ifornia at Los 
Angeles and the University of Ari-
zona, which prohibited smoking in 
90 percent of rooms, will hold a SIU· 
dent vote this spring 10 increase that 
number. In addition. the University 
of Wisconsin at Madison will insti-
tute a complele ban on smoking in all 
housing beginning next fall. 
Officials al other universities have 
used such policies to encourage 
smokers 10 move off campus. How-
ever. s1uden1 opinjons at George 
Washing1on Universi1y have proven 
as diverse as the number and 1ypeof 
smoking policies across the country. 
·•1 think limiting smoking in the 
donns is a good idea because ii just 
smells really bad and it's unpleasant 
10 live in," freshman Amy Errval 
said. "They have a right 10 smoke in 
public places but not in a shared 
environment with people who 
don't" 
Some s1udents would love to see a 
policy change even though the rights 
of other students are recognized. "As 
a non-smoker. ideally I think limit· 
ing smoking is a good idea." fresh-
man Julie Hamik said. "But it does 
infringe on other people's rights," 
While the possibi lity for change 
remains, the issue has not yet been 
presented 10 university officials. 
A7 
CITY BRIEFS 
DC BLOSSOMS 
The National Cherry Blossom 
Fes1ival to welcome the early-blo5" 
soming trees is currently taking 
place all over the District. Tl1e two-
week celebration staned Supday, 
March 28 and will be marked by 
various performances of choirs in 
several locations and even a 
parade. The festival celebra1es the 
snkura flower. which blooms in 
late March but only lasts a few 
days. The Japanese regard the 
ephemeral blossoms as a metaphor 
for the brevity of life. 
PGCLOSING 
TEACHERS 
Prince George·s County, MD, is 
looking 10 fill almost 1,800 teach-
ing positions after a steadily grow-
ing loss of teachers in the county 
has left it understaffed. Last year. 
11 percent of its teachers left, 
which is far above the national 
average of a 6 percent rate of attri-
tion. 
School officials and state legisla-
tors are lrying 10 find new ways 10 
allract more qualified teachers and 
retain 1bem. A $42 million package 
to increase 1eachers • salaries, a 
summer school program to certify 
teachers, and scholarships for col-
lege students who agree to teach in 
PGC for at least five years is being 
proposed. 
PRINCIPAL LOSES 
JOB OVER PIZZA 
Hundreds of students and par-
ents are fighting to save the job of 
the principal of Deal Junior High 
in Washington, D.C. Principal 
Reginald R. Moss was suspended 
after he was accused of violating 
federal school policies by raising 
money selling Domino's pizza on 
campus and for spending student 
activity money on other school 
needs. The U.S. Department of 
Agriculture prohibits the sale of 
food in competition with its free 
and reduced price lunch program. 
Students held a' rally for the prin-
cipal on Thursday. which was 
anended by parents and even 
teachers. despile the superinten-
dent's orders for them 10 stay at 
1heir posts. · 
ARCHDIOCESE 
AGAINST FRIDAY 
BASEBALL 
Tiie Roman Catholic Archdio-
cese of Washington, D.C. is insull-
ed by the scheduling of a major 
league exhibition baseball game 
today- Good Friday. 
TI1e St. Louis Cardinals and the 
Montreal Bxpos are scheduled 10 
play at 2 pm 1oday in RFK Stlldi-
um. The Archdiocese said 1ha1 the 
scheduling of 1he game w<<1s disre-
spectful to Christians everywhere. 
II also said thut 1he promotions of 
the game. calling game day Good 
Friday. was proof that those who 
scheduled the game were deliber-
ately trying to make a mockery of 
the day. A spokesman for the exhi-
bitions said that the timing and the 
promotions of the games were nol 
meant as disrespect to anyone. 
OLD TENANTS SUING 
TO BUY BUILDING 
A group of fonner tenants a.re 
suing the city over the right to pur-
chase the Roosevelt apartments on 
I 61h and V streets. NW. The ten-
ants offered the city $4.9 million 
for the dilapida1ed building to tum 
ii in10 a S20 million facility forthe 
elderly. The ci1y rejected 1he offer 
and is now accepting other bids. 
The tenants are saying that by 
denying them the right 10 buy the 
building. the city is violating a law 
that says that fonner tenants have 
firs1 rights 10 purchase property 
without competition from outsiders 
when a tenant decides 10 sell. 
Unfonunately for the fonner ten-
ants, they have a lot of competition. 
According to the city, there nre as 
many as 25 prospective buyer, 
from as far away as Puerto Rico. 
Debate About UDC Relocation Continues 
By RAFIAH DAVIS 
Hilllop Staff Writer 
A brighl red flyer hangs on the wall 
directly in front of 1he s1udent gov-
ernment association office al the Uni-
versity of the Dis1ric1 of Columbia. 
In bold black leners, the flyer 
demands "DON'T MOVE' UDC" 
and announces a prayer meeting 10 
protest Mayor Anthony Williams' 
recent proposal to move the univer• 
sity's main campus from its North-
west location 10 Sou1heast. 
Since the mayor announced his pro-
posal two weeks ago, UDC smden1s 
have seen plenty of flyers advertising 
events 10 protest the move. and they 
will continue 10 see them if studen1 
ac1ivis1s such as Marion McDowell 
have their way. McDowell. a senior 
al the university, said 1ha1 she is dis-
gusted by the idea of moving the 
historic university. 
"II frustrates me and it angers me," 
said the senior early childhood major. 
Al times, McDowell had to moni-
tor her tone of voice and choose her 
words carefully so her deep-seated 
anger over this issue would not show. 
"I'm trying to be nice. because I 
don't want 10 stan cursiog," she said. 
Initially, the issue of moving the 
university seemed lo have touched a 
sensitive spot within the UDC com-
munity, and student leaders came 
forward to voice their dissension. 
Now. two weeks after the announce-
ment. advisory neighborhood com-
missioners in Southeast want 10 
know whal is wrong with their neigh-
borhood. Southeast was also the pro-
posed sile for a priva1ized prison thal 
the community opposes, bul the uni-
versity is being seen as a step in the 
right direc1ion. 
·•1 think it's the right move," said C. 
Kenneth Johnson. commissioner of 
Ward 8C08. "This is where it should 
have been in the beginning." 
Johnson said he has heard UDC 
students calling the mayor's propos-
al to move the predominantly black 
university from the affluent while 
neighborhood 10 the poorer black 
neighborhood racisl, and he was out-
raged. "They don ' t know what 
racism is," he said. " fhey want to 
slay with wealthy while people that 
don't even want them there." 
UDC junior Ramona Franks is 
among the s1uden1s who do not want 
the university moved. even though 
she is from Southeast. "Who ever 
heard of a university moving?" she 
asked. Franks suggested 1ha1 moving 
1he university could be the govcm-
men1·s way of isolating black people 
1oone area. 
Commissioner Tracey Joyner of 
Ward 8A04 said that the mayor's pro-
posal could be taken several ways. She 
chooses 10 see the positive effects. 
According 10 Joyner. the university 
would improve the propeny values in 
Southeast and bring businesses 10 the 
community. "I don't care if the people 
are purple and orange. as long as the 
university is going 10 still give quality 
education I'll put out the welcome 
mat." she said. 
Joyner thinks that St. Elizabeth. n 
former mental hospital on Manin 
Luther King. Jr. Ave .. would be a 
good place for the universi1y. "A 101 
of people take Ward 8 as a dumping 
ground because i1 is 1he poorest ward 
in 1he city." said Joyner. "If they are 
willing 10 spend billions of dollars 
into pulling a prison here, why not 
spend it on a college'" 
In order 10 prevent 1he move. 
McDowell suggested that the go, 
emmen1 pul n satclli1c campu'.') in 
Southeast. and use 1he money 10 
improve the current campus. 
Senior Marvin Austin had a similar 
sugges1ion. He said that a career cen-
ter to encourage Southea.-.1 student, 
10 go 10 UDC would be a posiuvc 
step. Austin. who is a Sou1heast res-
ident, said that although the univer-
sity would be good for 1hc area he 
does not think i1 should be moved. 
UDC will hold a prayer mee1ing on 
Saturday. and the student govern-
ment is planning other protests 
events. 
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Pray For Our 
Black Leader 
ation of Islam leader Minister 
Louis Farrakhan was hospitalized 
in Howard University's Hospital 
Tuesday after a long battle with prostate 
cancer. 
Farrakhan, who was diagnosed with 
prostate cancer in 1991, is now in stable 
condition. 
Farrakhan has blatantly 
change. This amazing man called for a day 
of atonement and America listened. 
Almost a million men gathered on the 
mall to show their support for the Million 
Man March. The cameras flashed and Far-
rakhan spoke as the world listened. His 
ideas inspire others to believe that through 
gathers of large masses change is possible, 
gatherings such as the 
Million Woman attacked Jews, Catholics 
and Homosexuals. His 
views have made him 
open to harsh criticism 
from many people. But 
Farrakhan is a man who 
is not afraid to stand up 
for what he believes is 
right no matter what is 
being said about him. 
He has a passion that 
drives him to speak that 
many people can not 
understand. 
''Pray for his 
survival, his 
strength, and 
that we may have 
the courage to 
be the jewel on 
his crown.'' 
March and the Mil-
lion Youth March. 
He is a man with no 
fear. Soaring above 
other leaders Far-
rakhan is not afraid to 
go against the masses. 
Losing his intricate 
voice would crush the 
Black community. 
What will happen if 
we lose this leader? 
His sickness does not 
touch the hearts of all 
Americans, but for the 
African American community and the 
Nation of Islam, a powerful leader is fight-
ing to stay alive. We must learn from his 
courageous efforts. 
It is true that many African Americans do 
not agree with all of Farrakhan's views, 
but many believe in his desire to make 
Where will we turn? 
Who will have the 
poise and confidence 
to speak their mind? 
During his moment of pain we must give 
him the honor, respect, and love he 
deserves. Whatever god we confide in and 
believe in we must pray for Farrakhan. 
Pray for his survival, his strength and that 
we may have the courage to be a jewel on 
his crown. 
• 
oving UDC 
For hat? 
he University of the District of 
Columbia currently stands firm on 
it's lot in Van Ness. The building 
They can't release the building where 
many of them fought and protested to 
keep the university a live. This is their 
where about 5,000 
students attend class is 
located on Connecti-
cut Avenue, NW. an 
area known for it's 
high profile apart-
ments and expensive 
living. 
Mayor Anthony 
Williams and other 
community leaders 
plan to move the cam-
pus east of the Ana-
costia River. Williams 
claims this will open 
doors for other stu-
dents in the surround-
ing area as they will 
''This is their 
home, and no 
one wants to be 
home and know one likes to be 
forced to move or evicted 
from a place they feel com-
fortable. 
On the other hand, those com-
munity leaders on the other 
side of the river look forward 
to having a positive light com-
fiOrceevictedfirom ing to t~eir neighborhood. ls moving UDC the answer to 
a place they so many of the problems . 
fi l 
plaguing blacks in the Dis-
ee trict? 
,I'. bl ,, So why should a university COmJ Or/a e. that houses majority black stu-
dents be moved? 
ls it because the neighbors can 
be exposed to college students. 
no longer take the sight of so 
many black faces -are they out of place? 
Or could it be the fact that the lot where 
the university resides is hot and selling it 
would bring in big profit? 
Many of the universities students, admin-
istration and faculty are not ready to let 
go of a campus that hold so much history. 
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WE 
ENCOUR· 
AGE You 
TO WRITE 
LETTERS TO 
TIIE 
EDITOR. 
• YOUR 
OPINION 
MATTERS 
• 
How To WRITE Us 
Tiffi HIT .I TOP, the nation's largest Black collegiate newspaper, 
encourages you to share your opinions on articles published in the 
newspaper. THE HILLTOP will only publish letters addressed 
directly to the Senior Editorial Editor in response to published 
articles. The HIT .I TOP Editorial Board reserves the right to edit 
letters for space and literary style. All letters must be typed, signed 
and include a complete address and telephone number. 
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are the views of the 
THE HILLTOP Editorial Board and do not directly reflect the 
opinion of Howard University, its Administration, individual 
Hilltop Policy Board members, or the student body. 
Please Address Letters to: 
Senior Editorial Editor 
THE HILLTOP 
2251 Sherman Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
or via email at 
thehilltop@hotmail.com 
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Produced entirely by the students it serves, THE HILLTOP is 
the newspaper of record/or the Howard University community. 
Within its pages, our readers will witness objective reporting and 
stories written from a uniquely African-American perspective at 
the premiere historically Black university in the world. We 
proudly continue a tradition of excellence, for our readers and 
our distinguished legacy deserve nothing less. 
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Let Integrity be 
Your Dean 
am not going to beat around 
the bush here. In tradition. 
today is going to be a h1gh-
hgh1 day on campus. Hun-
dreds of people will gather 
on the main campus to sec the fiNI 
of several debuts of the Greek Let-
, ter organizauons To some just an 
entertaining display of stepping and 
1 other m1scellant·ous acts of drnma1-
1c goodnt·ss, "-111 be tti othr.rs the 
culmination of a diligence. hard 
work, and patience. 
The Probate Shows. Death March-
es, and Long \Valks. what ever you 
caH them, an: the last vestiges ~f a 
traditton n0\\ past and a era in 
Howard history which seem, 10 be 
fading fast. 
Many of you younger students 
will see the shows and suddenh 
' . I develop an tntere:a in Greek life 
that will folio"' the formulation of 
some tight!) rehear,ed sl..11) ou will 
perform when you tir.-t .tpproach a 
member of the group you \\ ant 10 
join. Some will be genuine! y attract-
ed 10 the ideals of the group to 
which they aspire. or perhaps have 
a family legacy that makes mem-
bership seem like a calling. Speak-
ing as a new member of Alpha Phi 
Alpha Fraternity lnc. Beta Chapter. 
I look for the one "'ith desire to 
carry on the "'ork' 
It is easy to be attracted to the 
glory of a probate show, but 1f that 
is your soul motivation for wanung 
to make a lifelong commitment to 
P. K<>HINA N. YANKAII 
an organilation. then consider your-
self a shallow person. lam not say-
ing you will not make it. .. Lord 
knows. the way things are structured 
these days 1f you can write a good 
check you probably will make it 
(sigh). I am just saying you will be 
a shallow person with letters on a 
pckct screaming at the top of your 
lung~ about brother/sisterhood. and 
It 1s good 10 admire the ideals of 
an organi1ation. but that Itself is 
not a reason to join. The truth 1s you 
do not need to be an Alpha to per-
fonn manly deeds nor an Omega to 
uphft. Let your actions portray your 
heart. I \\Os an Alpha long before l 
was 1m11a1ed. and naturally gravi-
tated to\1,ards programs\\ hich were 
in keeping with the ,;pint of the fra-
temit) . .\nyone senous about their 
membership tn an, orgamzat1on 
w1 II sa} the ,:une. 
11 vou are following ~ our parents· 
lead. stop right there Time!> have 
changed and so have the organiza-
nons. Your mot.her·s Delta Sigma 
Theta \\ 111 not be yours. 
The only reason to want to 
"pledge:· for what it i~ worth these 
Ja,s. is the desire 10 serve through 
. ~ 
your organ1zauon. Remember that 
tradition. n0\\ past. that I men-
tioned. I bet most of you"' ide-e~ed 
aspirants thought I meant the days 
of the old pledge-duos. \\·rong. l 
meant the da:r when Black Greeks 
held the majority of student leader-
\ 
ship positions on this campus. I 
refer to the days when your drive to 
gain prestige on this campus did 
not end when you finished your 
membership ritual, it started. I speak 
of the days when no Greek on this 
campus had a resume with only one 
thing under extracurricular activi-
ties. 
Now due to circumstances beyond 
your control. Greek life has taken a 
beating on this campus since 1994 
You aspirants will be the ones in the 
new millennium 10 restore us as 
leaders or reduce us to stepping. 
fetching. partying jokes. Look. I 
"'ish 1 could have been a Sphiruc-
man cutting comers and doing 
greetings at high noon. but it was 
not meant to be. However, I will not 
let that stop me from being the best 
• .\lphaman l can possibly be. I do not 
care 1f someone tut you with a car 
to imtiate you. if you join a group 
and proceed to do nothing. do not 
sa) an)thing to me about how you 
··Pledged."" If you "-'aDI to prove 
something to the world. pledge after 
YOU are a member. Bv that I mean 
. . 
-;ta} up late to en~ure your programs 
will be the be:.t the) can be. Do 
whatever It takes to ensure vour 
chapter 1s the model of Your ~O?a-
nization. or you have failed. -
l'. Kobina N. }ankah 1s a Senior 
Graphic Design major and the Hill-
top Staff lllusrrator. 
Giving 
Thanks for 
What We Have 
amaica 1s a beautiful island. 
The warm sandy beaches 
tickled my toes and the 
clear blue water cooled my 
feet. While laying out on 
the beach one day letting the bright . 
sun rays hit my copper skin I realized 
l did not see many of the friendly 
natives on the beach. 
Most of the people I saw on the 
beach were tourists. 
It didn '1 bother me at first. I was on 
vacation in Jamaica, and everything 
was "irie man." And I, like so many 
others, allowed myself to be trapped 
in the tourist scene of the beach and 
parties. But what about the culture-
where were the Jamaican people? 
Later, I spoke with a black 
Jamaican man on the beach and 
asked him why there were so few 
Jamaicans swimming on Fletcher 
beach. He told me that they had to 
pay to enter the beach and many 
Jamaicans did not have extra money 
to spare. 
I could not understand this concept. 
of paying to enter a beach, to dish out 
money to walk or swim on your own 
country's land A country that so 
many of their black ancestors built. 
He tried to explain to me that it was 
in the best interests of the tourists, 
because if too many of'"them" were 
on the beach it may scare the people. 
So. the black natives are clean 
enough and good enough to serve 
tourists and trusted enough to clean 
rooms but "don't dare allow them on 
the beach with me." This is a blatant 
fonn of discrimination. The ··white" 
natives are using money 10 keep the 
blacks from embracing their land. 
Many of the businesses are owned 
by Indians and Asians. specifically 
the gift shops and clubs the tourists 
flock to. Why are blacks continu-
ously stripped of their land? 
Black Jamaicans are paid chump 
change for their hard labor and after 
a hard day of work they can not 
embellish themselves in the beauty 
of their own country. When speaking 
with a waiter he told me that he 
made $30 American dollars a month, 
about a dollar a day. I do realize the 
cost of living is different. but many 
black Jamaicans are still worked as 
if they are slaves. Some are forced to 
live in a house the size of our bed-
rooms. 
What I respect about many of the 
black Jamaicans is their hard work 
and desire to work for what they 
want. They are great salesmen and 
know how to get the visitors 10 spend 
money as they bargain with tourists 
shopping in the craft markets. 
I too find myself complaining 
about the injustices we receive as 
black citizens in the United States, 
focusing on the things that we don't 
have. But there are others in the 
world who are less fortunate and 
yearning for equality. 
So many of us black Americans 
complain about the jobs we receive. 
always yelling about the "white man 
is cheating us." Some blacks even 
use this as an excuse for not getting 
a job-that there are no jobs out 
there for blacks. Let us not forget 
those that are less fortunate and how 
they work for a dollar and still must 
live in poverty. 
Let's stop complaining about al I the 
inequalities and moping about what 
we don't have. We must appreciate 
what hes in front of us and continue 
to fight and stand up for what we 
want and know is ours. 
Keya Graves is senior editorial 
editor of the Hilltop and a junior 
journalism major. 
Confronting 
Black Male 
Suicide 
BERNICE P<)\VELL JACKS<>N 
he old folks used to say 
that black people dido 't 
commit suicide 
because you couldn '1 
jump out of the base-
ment window. It seems as if now that 
many African Americans are out of 
the basement that old saying is no 
longer true. 
I'm glad the old folks aren't around 
now as we find out that the suicide 
rate for black teens has more than 
doubled in the last 15 years. 
According to a recent Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention 
study. suicide is now the third lead-
ing cause of death for African Amer-
ican teenagers, after homicide and 
accidents. Researchers believe the 
cause for this dramatic increase 
reflects the strain some black fami-
lies are feeling when making the 
transition to the American middle 
class. They conjecture that the pres-
sures of middle class life, coupled 
with the breaking up of traditional 
black community and family net-
works and the weakening of the 
bonds to the church may be respon-
sible for this new troubling develop-
ment. 
The most stark increase in suicides 
among African American teenagers 
L'> found among black males between 
J5 and 19. where the su1c1de rate 
Jumped 146 percent. 
\\'hen added to the high homicide 
rate for young black men. the sever-
ity of the problem becomes even 
clearer. Young black men in the Unit-
ed States are an endangered species. 
Most of the African American male 
teens who killed themselves used 
guns. A study done at Rush Medical 
College in Chicago found that black 
teens are more likely to kill them-
selves in the presence of someone 
else. often a girlfriend or a friend. 
lt appears that the suicide rates 
amongst African American teens is 
growing. The growing statistics are 
troubling and I don't understand how 
someone can read them without ask-
ing why. 
What overwhelming feeling of 
hopelessness has so engulfed black 
male teens that they tum guns on 
each other or on themselves? What 
signals have we as a nation given to 
these young men so that they see no 
other way to gain self-re~pect or 
peace than homicide or suicide? 
How can we who are African 
American reach out 10 our own chil-
dren and grandchildren. our nephews 
and neighbors to plant even a seed of 
hope which may save their lives? 
How can we reach out to those 
who are not m our own neighbor-
hoods. but who are our collective 
children. to nurture even the possi-
bility of a future for these young 
men? 
Are we who call ourselve:. middle 
class African Americans really pro-
\ iding a better life for our children? 
Was integration into the larger soci-
ety w,orth the pain? We must provide 
those age old support systems which 
helped our people survive slavery, 
segregation, injustices, and lynch-
mg. 
I cannot read these statistics about 
black male teens or hear the three 
stories in six months of white male 
teens who shoot and kill their class-
mates without asking the question of 
why guns are so available to our 
young people. 
How many have to die by their own hand or the hands of another teenager before 
we as a nation say enough? Now that 
all of our children are endangered by 
guns, will we act? 
How have we as adults failed our 
children? How has the church failed 
our children? How have schools 
failed our children? How has our 
society fatled our children? 
If our nation is to survive into the 
21st century those are the questions 
we must answer. And we don't have 
much time 10 do so. May God give 
us the courage to ask the questions 
and the str;ngth to do something 
about the answers. Our future 
depends on it. 
Bernice PoM-ell Jackson 1.s a 
columist for The Black World 
Today. 
Let Your Perspedin, Be Heant! 
Articles to th& Perspediwes section of The Hilltop are due no later than 5:00 p.m. Sunday 
and can be submitted via email CN' by snail mail. 
The Hilltop\ email address is thehilltop@hotmail.com. Our snail mail adch e 11 is 
2251 She. ,niWI A,enue, NW Washiugtun, DC 20001 
ATTN: Senior Editorial Edilor 
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Join l'JjjJ Rap City personalities: 
Big Lez§ Joe Clair & Tigger 
, In Concert: Naughty By Nature§ 
Brand Nubian & The Li/fs 
• 
·-----------· --- ---· ...,;., ~...... ·-Sponsored . , , ,, . , 
·· 1npartby SZS.00 In "advance •· 
: 533.99atthedoor 
II 
Paramount's Kings Dominion is located at exit 98 on 1-95· 
Advanced Tickets available-through Ticketmaster-
Charge by phone 1--800-775-0278 
-
***Please note Brand Nubian will not be appearing 
I 
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Natio11al Reports Sl1ow 
Sn1oki11g Is 1\ Growing Tre,id 
Among College Students, Blacks 
BY FELECIA D AYLE 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
For Fred Apierre. there was a tin1c when find-
ing son1cone to join in on his routine sn1oke 
break was a chore. But the <lays of smoking 
alone in front of University bt, ikltngs arc gone. 
Nov., Apicrrc. who works in the 1nc<lia center. 
Abide With Me: 
La,st in a Series 
8\ ,\'\l)RI l<:s n R~ 
Hilltop Stal 1 \\ ntl·r 
'litk J\hide Hitlt .He 
Author: E. L) nn Harris 
Publishl'r: Dt)Ubkda) 
,\t la,t, E. l.) 1111 lfarr1, h.1, puhli,h.:d till' 
final hooli: ol h1, .. Im i,it,k l.ik .. 1rilog). Fl\.: 
y.:ar, alkr till' rdl•,t,.: ol the ,cnmd booli: 
t)f thl' sl·nc,, 111.,1 ,h I t\111, und l'1ght) l'ar.-
ulter the fir,t, /11risih/e /,ifi•. ,\hide \\'ith 
,\/<• l'Xpkx·k, tllllll till' litlT.U) ,.:enc" ith 
~··•·"'· ~ ....-..1~· ' "-· . 
.:-· ', ~ .4. 
t :_I 
·.-
can me a snH) mg partner JUSt as cast y as e 
can fi n<l a ci ~,ircttc. 
" I h., vc work('d on this campus f-)r over nine 
)Cars and l have noticed that there are more and 
more students sn1ok.ing," said Apierre. ·'From 
the library to the Administration building you 
are likely to find up to ten or more different peo-
ple smoking ... 
In fact, students at Howard and others schools 
across the nation have sparked a trend when it 
comes to lighting up. According to a study by 
the Harvard School of Public Health, cigarette 
smoking among college students has increased 
by 30 percent over the last four years. The 
study conducted b) Hen')' Wechsler. coin-
er-turned-sportscaster: Peaches. the animated pro-
prietor of a New York eatery and mother of Ray-
mond's deceased fnend. Kyle: and Delancy Morris, 
Nicole\ Y>punk) estranged best friend. 
.\l)lch• U'ith ,\1£, hke Harris ·s pn!\ ious novels. 1s a 
page-turning drama that explores the choices and 
sacnficcs we must make in order to be happy. Using 
his llll'rrdiblc £! 1"t tor storytelling. Harris weaves a 
taL· that lorces rc:i,it>r, 10 ponder life and to,·c. 
\Vhik Harris spen.ls ., great deal of time explor-
ing hetcrose,ual rcla1ionsh1ps, he abo devo1e, much 
ol h" novd to two of hi, trademark issues: 
same-sex rclalionships and bisexualit). In 
a vmce that 1, compa,sionate and 
honest. Hams dis.:usses 
the eompkxit1es of 
same-sex relationships 
and bbe,ualll\', B, ddi-
. . r ·_·· .... 
;, _.J; .' .. :~ ~ ;1,~ , , 
. ~ ' .. .;·-·. 
th.: l'ng.1gmg conchi...1on I\) 11.un, • 
sll'l) l)f IOH', -.e,uaht) tnl·ml,h1p, 
I . . . 
catdy pre,enting the inti-
mate thoughh and cmo-
t10ns of men 1t1Yohed 111 
rclat1onsh1p, w nh both men 
and \\Omen. Harns allo\\, 
readers 10 better undrrstand 
.md f.untl) . 
Thl· bt.·gmning of, \hide \\ ,rh .\f< 
finds R.1~ monJ T) kr. Jr .. l'lljl') ing 
the hk he ha, bm 11 "ith ht, p:u-1-
n.:1. Tr.:nt. Ra) nll'lld .,nd Tr.:nt 
' . \ I . . /\) \ / ) . 
thc,c tutxx) i..,ue,. 
All th1, come, from a man" ho 
quit his po,hjob as an 18~1 exec-
utive to compose a novel 1hat 
c-..plorc, 1,,ucs not addre"cd in 
othrr black no,cb. 
h.1, e rclo,:atcJ It' Sc,ittk. anJ 
tx,th arl' l'llJO) lllf ,ul·l·,:ss Ill 
their career, as l.1\\) er and 
arcbite.:t, respcl·ti, d). But 
when Ra) m,md n..'Cl'tYe, a phone 
eall trum at S Scn.1tur. l'' en thing m h1, 
scl·ure v.orld 1, turned up,llk do\\ n AU that RJ) 
mond h.is \,orked for come, undcrdo,c , .. ruun) and 
he must qnrn., k to keep things inrnct. 
Then then..· 1, · Jred. Ra, llllmJ's b,:,t friend. ,llld 
Jared·, \Hie. '\1.:t)k Back m Ne,, Yl"" aitcr ,e, -
eral ye.m. m the Sou h. Nicok rct 111s :o the thl·ater 
in a Drt'amr, , re, n al. Jan·J. h,,-1 ·1,i "1, l -< cer 
mon~ "ill m,\ke hi, wife hapn,. J.:cornpamcs '\ .: ,(c 
to '.\le\\ Yorli:. and ofkrs >t1, , Jpnort. H0\\ c, er. 
when a young undcr-.tud). 'la 1ce, Br.i\tlm. ~un-
ningl) as,umcs Nicole·, role in th.: pl:n. '\1.:l,1c·, 
dream" of Broad\\ ay ,ucee,s come 10 :m .ih: :1 VI halt. 
Depressed and d1,illu,ioned. :--;1c<.1lc 1, forced to 
ree\ .iluatc her life. her l- cc1 ,nd her 1mrunagc. 
Also rctun1ing arc fo,·on :e, t:·om pre, 1ous no, ch: 
John Basil Hender.-on. tnc gra,-eyed football pla)-
' I ' 
In a" 3), Hams 1, a ,elf-made man. 
At book ,igmng,. he 1, quick to remind 
hi, audience of b1, bumble.- bcgmnmg, 
a, an author "ho ,old book from the 
b:icli: of h1, car. 'Book, that he kne\\ \\ ould 
capture a l3fl.>e audience of black fem.ale reader:<" ho 
wanted to rend bout the m11m.1te and often time, 
unc,pr.: ..... cd thoughts of their men. Nov.. Ham 
cnjo), a mulu-cuhural audience that ha, propelled 
him to the \e11 }ork Trmes bc,t,eller b,t-tui'-"! 
D1.:-hard E. L) nn Harri, fan!> \\Ill not be d1,ap-
pointed b) Ham,·, magmficcnt c-ondu,ion to thet.r 
fa, ontc ,tol) . In add1uon. tho,e "ho read Ham, for 
the fir,t um..- are ,urc to become add1cte.d 10 \\hat 
,ome c- II Ham,· ·UTC 1,ublc ,, orld , .. 
Abide With Me 1, Ham,· fifth no,el. J'hc oth r-. 
mdudc Im Hible Life. Just As I Am. \nd nus 100 
Shall Pa.,r and If This \\orld Here Alme. 
pare surveys o more t an 1 • 
116 colleges. 
SPORTSB4 
:A1nala: Hope For the Future 
I BY BRA:\01 F ORTE 
i w hen Duane died. a pan of me died "1th him. j The essence of m} livelihood and poetr) bad 
1 been deserted into a pasture of forget-me-nots. 
\ \.\'hen I met Duane upon my 1996 arri, al at the Mecca, 
j he swept my lyrical consciousness mto his life. and made 
l me realize that be wasn ·1 just another producer trying to 
: talce advantage of a black woman . .\s 1 finessed the mic 
; dunng the 1996 Homecoming Yard Festival audition, his 
eyes watched me, and his ears hstened LO my words. 
i Only 18. I thought I knew evei, thing there was to knov. 
\ about Life. But be knew a bit more. Actually, he saw my 
\ potential as an artist, and challenged me to take my poet-
j ry to another level. 
\ From spending long nights in the studio spinning rhymes 
! about my dramatic life into ghetto poetry. to thinking 
\ about how I wanted to be a respectable artist, with Duane, 
! for once in my Life. I felt like a brother understood my 
' plight. 
He brought the '"Cappuccino" out in me. and created 
another world for me to live in through my ov. n v,ords. 
! From The Yard, to Cramton, to Coco Loco's, the popu-
i lar nightclub, Duane was there. He told me when my per-
i formance was whack, and he smiled when he thought I 
! moved the crowd. Sometimes Duane knew my poetry bet-
i ter than I did. 
\ I remember when we had dreams of being rich. In our 
\ dreams, in 2003, we would rehearse his short speech at 
1 the Grammys. Today, I reminisce about the time we 
i were at China Wonder on a cold winter night scraping up 
\ nickels and dimes just to afford a meal. We looked at each 
\ other Like, "how long must we eat another egg roll or a 
! bowl of fried rice." And he said, "Bran, we are not going 
! to be broke forever." 
\ Looking back, I spent three years of my life with a broth-
\ er who lived to see the age of 26. Duane was a 1995 
1 Howard graduate, an entrepreneur, talented and compas-
: sionate in everything that he did. Three months after bis 
, death, all I can do is reminisce. 
\ Duane is gone. 
j I would often ask myself why. 
i AskGod. 
fhis study comes on the heels of earlier 
reports that African Americans, especially 
youths, are lighting up at alarming rates. The 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
released a report in May that said the smoking 
rate among black teenagers increased by 80 per-
cent between l 99 l and 1997. The smoking rate 
for white teenagers and Latino teenagers only 
rose by 28 percent and 38 percent respective-
ly during that same time frame. 
\ He died from a bullet wound to his head in D.C. Duane 
\ loved New York, hip-hop, the youth, Howard, his fami-
l ly, his life and God. As I listen to myself, I cannot hold 
! back. Was there a poem I could have written or screamed 
\ so that Duane could still be here? He was my drummer 
\ boy, and I was his griot, and things will never be the same. 
1 I thought that I would never be able to write another poem, 
or touch a microphone ever again in life, but in my own 
, self-realization I realize that in death, there is rebuth. Why 
\ Duane?Why not someone else? I don't know. AU I know 
\ is that I was wrong when I said that "N-- ain't shit," 
j 'cause Duane was a phenomenon, he was real, and he 
\ would've made a good husband for some black woman. 
! When Duane died, I thought a part of me died, but in 
j essence I gave birth to a new life, her name is AMALA 
! (poetry), hope for the future, something Duane would've 
! wanted. And I can hear him in my ear now, still telling 
i me, "Brandi Bran, you're gonna be a star." 
Howard Students 
Kick Up Their 
Heels in Paradise 
BY KEE'\A'\ St ARI'>; 
\'\I) Kl·\A GRA\ES 
Hilltop 5taff Writers 
ONTEGO BAY, 
JAMAJCA--lmaginc this: 
drinkmg coconut water 
while lymg on a sandy 
beach. enjoying 85 degree weather dur-
mg the da) and 73 at mght. eating jerk 
chicken with rice and peas and dancing 
m clubs to reggae with a splash of soca 
mu,ic. ~1any Howard student, made this 
scene a reality dunng Spn:1g Break as 
they flocked to ~1on-ego Ba} Negri!. and 
Ocho Rios. Jamaica 
Juan Da, is. a former Hov,ard student, 
brought several studenh to Jamaica 
through hi., company Black Beach 
Spnng Break. Oa\ 1s said that this year 
\\ a, the l.i.-ge,1 gathering of blacks in one 
spot ·or Spnng Break. 
·'An) hod) can thro\l. a party .. My mis-
sion \\ a, 10 bnng people together to 
learn about Jamaican cullurc;· said 
Oa, 1,. \\ ho plan, e, ents that cater 
tO\I. ard, blacks. 
\\1th the different da1l) e,ents. HU 
,tudcnt.. had their pick. From the v.ct T-
,hirt conte,ts to the dirt) dancing and the 
Spnng Break 01) mp1cs. Ho\l. ard stu-
dent, v. on the ma Jori I) of the e, ent,. 
~10,t of the prize, recie-..ed \I.ere T-
,hirt,. gift certificate, from local rc,m. 
arants. a round lrip ticket to Jamaica. and 
Jamaica·, Appleton Rum. The discJock-
C), \\ ould announce on the rruc during 
happ) hour. \\hen ,tudents rece1,ed free 
rum pun.::h dnnk,. • lf}ou're not dnnk-
mg Appleton ~ou're Ju,t not dnnkmg." 
..I ,a\l. a ,1de of Howard ,tudcnts that 
Brandi Forte is a junior broadcast journalism major. 
most people will neve; know about. 
Howard students let it all hang out i 
Monte go Bay and they had a good time 
said Alisha Allen, a sophomore politic 
science major. 
Davis also organized daily trips t 
Ocho Rios, Negri! and Rose Ha 
Beach. At Rose Hall Beach, studen 
en1oyed an all-inclusive water 
sports da;: jet skiing, riding 
on the banana boat, ' 
kayaking, sailing and 
snorkeling. 
While some stu-
dents stepped 
out of their 
swim suits 
at Negnl's 
Hedonism. 
nude resort, others 
spent !heir time at 
Rick ·s Cafe jumping off 
a chff and plunging more 
than 30 feet in10 the water. 
In Ocho Rois. students 
climbed the the waterfall at 
Dunn ·s River. went horseback 
ridmg through several small vil-
lages and rode on a raft made of 
bamboo sticks in l\,1arthabrae·s 
River. 
The activities did nol stop 
there. At night students would 
dance to hip hop. reggae and 
'><>Ca mll',1c at M'argantav11le. 
The Brewei,· and The Native. 
The Brewery was known for its 
karaoke. College ~tudents took 
the m1c to ~ing favonte hits like 
Vanilla Ice's ·•Ice Jee Baby,·• Salt 
n' Pepper·~ "Let's Tallc About 
Seit," and Lauryn Hill's "Killing 
~ te Softl}." 
\Vh1lc many club hoppers 
would debate v.h1ch was the 
hottest dub, the mo~t popular 
v. a, ~1argarita-.. ille. 
-----------
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Entrepreneur Coordinates 
''Mythical Illusions'' 
By Mia Somersall 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
To the pumping beat of catchy, no-name club music, 
the members of the School of Business fashion show, 
dressed all in black, glide down the runway exuding 
beauty, style, and elegance. It's all about the clothes-
and the strut. 
"Attitude. I want to see attitude," says a member of 
the training staff of the fashion show, encouraging the 
models during a recent rehearsal. "Give me some atti-
tude." 
Anyone who routinely goes to the annual School of 
Business fashion show is in for a big surprise next Sat-
urday, April I 0, in Crarnton Auditorium. The show, 
which is themed "Mythical Illusions," starts at 7:30 
p.m. and tickets range from $10 to $15. This year, the 
fourth year after its inception, it has a new ooordina-
tor, a new mission, and a new look. 
The show that last year took place in the Blackbum 
ballroom is now in Crarnton auditorium. The show that 
once displayed around 40 models from the School of 
Business has become over twice that size, with students 
from all majors as well as D.C. residents, many of 
whom have previous modeling experience. Take Royce 
Dixon, a model in this year's show. Dixon, a native of 
Washington, D.C. and business owner, was discovered 
by a Levis Jeans scout as a sophomore at Xavier Uni-
versity and has been modeling ever since. Russell Jeter 
Ill, a math teacher from the area and another model for 
this year's show, has participated in numerous fashion 
shows as well as D.C.'s Mr. Debonair pageant of 
1996. 
Acclaimed designers are being used by the fashion 
show this year-names like Tigre Valentine, Bryan 
Rosello and Sylvester Humbert. The show guarantees 
top-notch collections and a top-notch performance. 
''This year it is definitely a different style," said Afi 
• 
us1ness 
Bell, a sophomore international business major who 
was in the show last year. That show "was more about 
having fun than anything else. This year, it is very pro-
fessional and I think it will be classier. The classier the 
better." 
The annual School of Business fashion show was cre-
ated to be a part of the School of Business' annual Par-
ents Weekend program and the show originally includ-
ed primarily freshman and sophomore business 
students. The position of fashion show organizer for 
three years rested on the shoulders of Dr. Gwynette 
Lacy who teaches business management in the School 
of Business. This year, however, she passed the baton 
to Howard business student, Laurence Borughton. 
Borughton said that he took the offer as an opportuni-
ty to expand in both fashion and in business. 
Expanding on the idea, he pulled together a team of 
interested professionals and began a fashion agency: 
SB Fashion 100. Borughton said that the agency has 
progressed extremely well during the past year. It has 
grown into a corporation that is a new member of the 
Better Business Bureau; a website will be set up for the 
company by July. 
"The key is to have a plan," said Borughton. "You 
have to do planning in order to keep the models on 
key." Consequently, the members of SB fashion 100 
have been working strict and long hours since Febru-
ary for the April fashion show in what was dubbed 
model camp. During the first few weeks the female 
models learned various walks and techniques while the 
male models went over sequences. They all had a ses-
sion about stage make-up. 
The props for the debut fashion show are abundant, 
according to Borughton. "We have a stage set that is 
going to be dynamic. Everything that we've done 
looks real," he said. Borughton is especially excited 
about the staff of the show and their commitment to 
making it a success. Borughton has a lot of modeling 
experience, as he was discovered by a modeling scout 
while in the army, stationed in Germany. However, he 
admits that he could not have coordinated the entire 
show alone. SB fashion 100 has a large group of orga-
nizers, including modeling trainers Bessie Love and Joe 
• IOil 
Stephenson. "They [Love and Stephenson] have 15 to 
16 years of modeling experience between them," said 
Borughton. 
Jeter said that he appreciates the personal attention 
given to him by the fashion trainers. "I was impressed 
that this show actually has a walking instructor. I've 
never had that before," he said. "I also like the fact that 
there are more people. This is huge." 
Stephanie Owens, a nursing student from Prince 
Georges Community College, has previously modeled 
in hair shows and college fashion shows. She said that 
she got involved in the SB fashion I 00 agency by 
chance. "I was actually supposed to interview for 
another fashion show," Owens said. A SB fashion 
recruiter noticed her look and asked her if she would 
like to model for the agency. Owens said that she has 
not regretted that decision, as the show is surprising-
\ 
I 
ly structured and organized. She alluded to the club and 
house music that is played during rehearsals and said 
that it adds a sense of professionalism. "With other 
fashion shows, you just model to whatever comes on 
the radio." 
A SB Fashion JOO model call was held last Saturday 
in Jenny's Restaurant here in the district. It was a 
chance to recruit models who wished to join the agency 
and an opportunity for the models to show off what they 
have learned during model camp, in preparation for the 
show. Borughton, his staff and his models are looking 
forward to the fashion show, according to some mod-
els. The SB Fashion 100 staff is now in the process of 
finalizing the scripted scenes of next week's show that, 
word has it, will be charismatic and eye-catching. 
So, until then, "attitude." 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. "' ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
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BY KEYA GRAVES 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The beaches in Jamaica were cluttered with beautiful men and women of all shapes and sizes. Students strut-
ted their stuff across the golden sand and parading up and down the Hip Strip in Montego Bay, a street filled 
with shops and restaurants. 
So.when Howard University student, Charan De Johnston, was looking for models for a fashion show that 
would take place at the club The Native in Montego Bay, finding models for the show was, "no prblem man", 
as they often say in Jamaica. 
Executive producer Johnston had many offers in Montego Bay after proposing her idea to have a fashion show 
during spring break. She settled with The Native because it was one of the few black owned clubs in the area. 
Johnston flocked to different hotels and various excursions to scout out spring breakers interested in being a 
part of the fashion show, Caribbean Fantasy. 
After auditioning 50 applicants, 20 models where choosen to be in the show. Nine of the models were from 
Howard University, most of whom where choosen before they left for Jamaica. Other models were from MIT, 
Northeastern University, Long Island University, South East Community College and two were native Jamaicans. 
The Native, an elegant club with an open venue, captured a large crowd when flyers hit the hip strip about the 
Carribean Fantasy fashion show. The lights were dim, setting a relaxed mellow mood. 
People were adorned with colorful beads upon entering to symbolize the Madri Gras theme for the night. Party 
goers could gain more beads by competing in the dare games that were taking place before the show, the per-
son with the most beads won a free trip back to Jamaica. 
Mistress of ceremony Genevieve Nixon, a Howard University student who has worked on several fashion shows 
in the past, grasped the audiance attention as DJ "Lion" Delmar Hazel spinned the latest hits. 
Caribbean Fantasy started with dancers from MIT, who danced to hip hop, reggae and slow jams. Then sev-
eral models strolled to the stage displaying their Jamaican garments as Lady Saw's "Under the Sycamore Tree" 
played in the background. Rachelle Akuffo, a graduate criminal justice major at Howard, walked gracely to the 
KiD MANGA RULES THE WORLD 
---
-
stage in a sheer black bra with black pants. · 
"I wanted the show to be an interactive show," Johnston said. "Where the models communicated with the audi-
ance." 
The run_ way for the models was swamped with people that it was sometimes difficult for others to see. Other 
models displayed party gear as the sounds of Notorious BIG and Jay-z played in the background. 
As the The Nal!ve started to get packed, the crowd eagerly awaited the lingerie scene. The night capped off 
with the last set of garments were by Charan De Vu. 
"I thought the show. w!s a_ success because HU representin. I thought it gave us a chance to see swimwear, 
sportswear and hnger1e, said Johnston. 
P. KObina Yankah 
_",,,(( 
There's a whole world 
out there! 
' Explore it with Contiki-
The # I tour for /8-JS ye¥ o 
FLIGHTS: IAD-LHR $260 
Tou11: (All tours art through Contikl Toun. 
All tours start in London, anti 
don't include ftights.) 
.. · ~!!fOpean Wonder ••• 
" . 8 DAY TOUR Of 4 COUNTRIES 
$565 
· European Discovery ... 
14 DAY TOUR OF 9 COUNTRIES 
$1095 
European Encounter ... 
18 DAY TOUR OF 11 COUNTRIES 
$1375 
-Travel...__,__ 
Council on International 
Educational Exchange 
330 I M Street, N,W, 
Washington, DC 20007 
Phone:202·337~ 
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The following students are requested to visit 
Student Financial Services• satellite office in 
room 325 of the HOWARD CENTER located 
at 2225 Georgia Avenue for the signing of 
Direct Loan Promissory notes. 
025163 106744 119420 122478 124514 127262 128529 129878 130893 132226 133657 134861 135879 136763 137843 138816 139504 
-045029 107336 119502 122482 124524 127269 128578 129925 130926 132277 133661 134866 135888 136780 137881 138824 139527 
--
059346 107532 119862 122500 124605 127297 128584 129937 130954 132343 133687 134870 135909 136832 137935 138838 139554 
- - --065473 107594 119864 122509 124631 127391 128597 129953 130955 132362 133700 134880 135913 136851 137950 138868 139594 
-
'-
- -
069494 107735 119884 122520 124661 127399 128634 129976 13101 5 132402 133743 134910 135926 136906 137992 138872 139597 __,_ 
--
072391 108426 120161 122523 124701 127406 128769 130015 131016 132496 133793 134948 135935 136920 137994 138875 139598 
074041 108546 120178 122564 124722 127536 128796 130045 131094 132503 133819 135008 135937 136926 138020 138919 139599 
076079 109109 120202 122731 124754 127568 128838 130061 131106 132528 133831 135045 135938 136980 138024 138926 139612 
080417 109587 120234 122817 124755 127571 128862 130086 131139 132543 133903 135070 135943 136984 138066 138938 139613 
--
082102 109612 120551 122841 124802 127605 128891 130089 131167 132545 133943 135079 135944 136986 138067 138954 139615 
082665 109792 120569 122856 124837 127637 128932 130189 131246 132605 133946 135111 135946 137009 138095 138980 139617 
087066 110577 120649 122873 124854 127708 128966 130217 131247 132616 133972 135133 135994 137040 138123 138982 139629 
091128 110906 120825 122886 124910 127712 128988 130272 131283 132633 134021 135145 136002 137069 138132 138988 139632 
092399 111716 120884 122931 125038 127739 128990 130282 131306 132651 134033 135182 136003 137075 138137 138992 139633 
094026 112346 120890 122986 125091 127779 129039 130306 131354 132712 134041 135184 136051 137092 138160 139009 139641 
094169 113160 121025 123043 125123 127793 129045 130324 131370 132737 134044 135204 136059 137096 138212 139054 139652 
094555 113164 121112 123061 125216 127878 129054 130392 131428 132770 134096 135210 136089 137113 138218 139079 139654 
094965 113177 121173 123080 125241 127886 129062 130401 131461 132777 134099 135241 136124 137122 138235 139086 139671 
095326 113209 121195 123127 125262 127893 129103 130426 131475 132900 134112 135255 136133 137124 138236 139122 139676 
095386 113214 121381 123143 125265 127915 129139 130443 131514 133042 134175 135285 136153 137130 138241 139141 139681 
---
097061 113642 121404 123323 125368 127940 129190 130446 131531 133098 134181 135286 136161 137131 138251 139159 139699 
097941 113988 121422 123334 125405 127982 129195 130495 131543 133170 134209 135322 136162 137172 138299 139225 139722 
098369 114121 121457 123403 125540 127994 129219 130505 131546 133233 134231 135341 136183 137198 138303 139226 139725 
098730 114244 121481 123489 125567 128006 129221 130516 131579 133307 134247 135396 136277 137207 138323 139244 139726 
098849 114311 121544 123493 125685 128011 129235 130524 131606 133308 134310 135417 136284 137245 138331 139262 139733 
099555 114335 121594 123533 126022 128016 129267 130546 131607 133309 134311 135430 136300 137269 138343 139266 139736 
099825 114372 121638 123607 126027 128053 129325 130566 131639 133320 134334 135439 136329 137292 138364 139279 139798 
-- -
100152 114637 121652 123611 126049 128175 129333 130598 131655 133333 134379 135443 136344 137299 138368 139286 139799 
.. 
-
--
- -I-----
101653 115084 121656 123621 126054 128179 129376 130642 131721 133350 134459 135446 136349 137334 138384 139346 139811 
'--
102172 115283 121793 123654 126091 128184 129381 130646 131780 133369 134472 ·135450 136364 137374 138405 139347 139832 
- --
102307 115598 121805 123778 126111 128187 129476 130650 131785 133439 134479 135462 136365 137380 138441 139357 139839 
---
102362 115824 121855 123781 126280 128188 129491 130675 131825 133446 134550 135498 136405 137385 138445 139372 139889 
- - -
102383 115973 121858 123793 126299 128202 129591 130762 131858 133506 134583 135506 136418 137413 138463 139386 139929 
---
102824 116042 121922 123803 126325 128207 129619 130765 131890 133517 134614 135543 136455 137419 138474 139397 139932 
-·-- -
.._ 
- -
102955 116128 121926 123849 126341 i 128222 129714 130769 131910 133519 : 134668 135547 136469 137427 138476 139404 139936 
--·-- - -- - - -
~ -
. 
103433 116142 ' 121935 • 123861~ 126537J 128232 129741 1307851 131973 133558 ' 134674 135555 136530 137484 138480 139415 139938 
~-- - ~ 11718~1 122046 130810 1 1374877 103520 123978 126625 · 128264 129751 131991 133572 134692 135557 136548 138505, 139444 139940 
'---
>-
104637 117893 122066 124099 126636
1 128265 129760 130814 132029 133578: 134713 135645 136562, 137505 138582! 139446 139943 
--
105254 118304 · 122085 124140 126638 128300 129764 130851 132079 , 133585 - 134722 135781 136590, 137600 138692; 139455 139944 
-
1183851 1221~ 
"""1 134772 1 138712 1 139464 106099 124176 126967 128301 129820 130852 132104 133589 135783 136594 137628 139952 
--
_!9~3661 118524_ 1222071 124292 127117 128305 I 129835, 130856 132113 133617 . 134811 135820 136617 137708 138756, 139469 139960 ..__ 
-
' 
106~69~ _1186351 122279. 124398 127167 128317 129836 '. 130863 . 132116 133633 134826 135823 136643 137727 138789, 139470, 139964 
' 
106379 1 118912 122345 124407 127211 128364 129840 130872 132119 133642 134849 135833 136715 137823 1387931 1394871 1399~ 
-~--...-- - ·-
. 
124484 I 127223 ~ 28464. 129841 . 130877 . ---106631 1 119381 , 122459 132187. 133652 134854. 135849. 136750 137828 138813 139502 953933 
PROMISSORY NOTE SIGNING SESSIONS ARE HELD DAILY, EXCEPT TUESDAY, 
EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR FROM 9:00AM TO 3:00PM. FAILURE TO PROPERLY EXECUTE 
YOUR DIRECT STUDENT LOAN PROMISSORY NOTE IN A TIMELY MANNER WILL RESULT IN 
LOAN PROCEEDS NOT BEING DISBURSED TO YOUR STUDENT ACCOUNT. 
-----------
- -------------~ 
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Hilltop Staff/Marl( Coleman ! 
Da!L'\~ Cowboys' defe~,·e back Dcion ! 
SandersgivesasermoninBurrGym i 
as part of a nationwide crusade Sat- i 
urday. --~=-=-L I 
! 
., I 
.. 
-
Hill1op Slaff/Mark Coleman i 
L8dy Bison head coach Sanya Tyler ! 
discusses the t .. uu•s first win in the i 
MEAC toumament. I 
Hill1op Stalf/M:uk Coleman 
Men's assistant basketball coach 
Lamont Franklin await~ the team's 
opening tounuune.nt game. 
____ ...,[ 
Hill1op Smff/Mnrk Coleman ! 
Center Garrett McCormick and ! 
guard Bakari Adams prepare to ! 
rebound an opponent's nlissed shot i 
1 i i 
Hilllop S1aff/Marl( Coleman i 
Sophomore guard Terri Holmes pre- · 
pares lo rebow,d during an early sea-
son game again.sl Maryland. 
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Spons commentan, 
Show College Athletes the Money! 
Let's face it: money makes the world go 'round. After all, some students do not attend college for just an education; they want 10 get 
paid. The only way many students are able 10 
pursue higher education is through a grant or 
scholarship. A few of those scholarship/grant 
recipients have disposable income which is Kin,othyK. Brown 
often used for personal needs. sgorrs F.ditor 
Intercollegiate athletics is a huge money-
making machine for colleges and universities around the coun-
try. Athletes struggle to effectively balance spons and academics. 
an almost impossible task for most. I tbin.k it is sad to see ath• 
letes being used as represematives for a school and not get 
rewarded for it. Sure, most people will say an a1hJe1ic scholar-
ship is enough. However, I say athle1es still need money 10 sur• 
vive, just like we all do. 
Of course, paying ama1eur athletes is illegal under Na1ional 
Collegiale A1hle1ic Association (NCAA) guidelines. Despile 
thal, we all know some schools dish out the cash anyway. How 
else can we explain certain schools in 1he Mid-Eastern Alhle1-
ic Conference (MEAC) having 1op,foo1ball programs all of a sud• 
den? 
Former Universily of Nevada-Las Vegas head basketball coach 
Jerry Tarkanian was involved in various scandals and NCAA vio-
la1ions during his tenure. Incidenls of gambling and poin1 shav-
ing really allowed UNLV 10 live up to ils Rebel nickname. I 
always thought UNLV paid ils players. This institution is nol a 
big-time athletic school, so who would want 10 go there and play 
sports? Ifs like the Runnin' Rebels can1e oul of nowhere 10 
become a good basketball program. All the wrongdoing final-
ly caught up with Tarkanian and UNLV, and the resl is bislory. 
Nevada-Las Vegas is now one of the worsl baskelball programs 
in 1he United Stales. 
The NCAA recently gran1ed college athletes the right 10 bold 
part-time jobs. Thal is long overdue! How can 1hey expecl ath-
letes lo have the necessary resources 10 keep up with college life? 
Athle1es do have meal plans, bul who wanls lo eat cafe1eria food 
everyday? Titis all makes me wonder exactly where alhletes 
acquired the necessary funds before the new NCAA rule. Maybe 
!heir paren1s provided some support. If you don'I know by now. 
paren1al suppon usually ends during 1he sophomore year. Af1er 
that, most parenls say, "gel a job!'" 
NCAA rules regarding financial compensation for athle1es are 
unnecessarily slricl. Case in poinl, when former Dallas Cowboys' 
Head Coach Barry Switzer coached nl the University of Okla-
homa, he was scolded about giving a gift 10 a player. The play-
er had just gradualed. and was on his way 10 law school. Swi1zer 
showed bis pride by giving the player a briefcase as a present 
Consequently, Switzer drew harsh criticism from the NCAA. 
Anolher episode further showed the diclator-like nalure of the 
NCAA. ABC's 20120 did a special report about the University 
of Arkansas· men's baske1ball 1eam a few years ago. The repon 
discussed the financial hardships faced by many college athle1es. 
Since 1be Razorbacks allowed the show to conduct the repon, 
20/20 wanted 10 treal the 1eam to dinner. The NCAA quickly 
shol down 1he idea. II was only food! Included in the report was 
an interview with former Arkansas star Corliss Williamson. He 
described how be only had $21 in his pocket, which was sup-
posed 10 last aboul two weeks. It's sad to see a player work hard 
to represen1 a school for virtually no1hing. h 's like modem-day 
slavery. 
• Opponenls of my view will say many people are not fortunale 
enough 10 receive scholarships. so the athleles should just be sat• 
isfied. However, I say athle1es should capi1alize on the revenue 
they bring 10 their insti1utions. I'm 1ired of people saying how 
we as African-Americans should jus1 senle for everything hand-
ed 10 us. I will be a senior next year and probably managing edi-
lor of The Hilltop. I was recen1ly assigned 10 Carver Hall. Does 
thal mean I should accepl living in the wors1 dorm at Howard 
University? Well , believe me, I will no1 be living in Carver next 
year! 
My plan does nol call for a huge cash bonus for a1.hle1es. A sim-
ple monthly stipend would be sufficient Players should feel like 
they are apprecia1ed by their respective schools. We all wan1 win-
ning teams bu1 most of us would rejecl the notion of paying col• 
lege athletes. Isn't that a double standard? 
Students Come Together for Intramural Basketball 
Bv KtMOTHY K. BROWN 
Hilltop S1aff Wriler 
Who says you have to be a member of an offi-
cial Howard University a1hle1ic learn 10 excel 
al a cenain spon? Many s1udents are rejecting 
thai notion by participaling in the intramural 
baskelball progran1 here al 1he "Mecca:· 
Games are played on Tuesday, Wednesday 
and Thursday each week on the basement level 
court in Burr Gymnasium. Teams such as 
"Supernatural," "Mecca's Finest'' and "Okay I 
Reloaded'' regularly go 10 war. Games are usu• 
ally inlense and compe1i1ive. Fans ga1her 
around the court 10 see who will demonstra1e 
the necessary will lo win, and women show up 
in their fines! ou1fi1s to "waich the games:• 
"Supema1urar · is among 1he lop inlrarnural 
teams with a 5-2 record. Headed by captain 
Michael Brown of Los Angeles, the 1eam 
includes Thomas Parker, Shaheed Colen. Fred 
Wardlaw, Yusef Alexandrine, Rashaan King 
and Justin Grows. In Brown·sopinion, New Jer-
sey freshman Grows is 1he best player on the 
team. 
"He is a remarkable freshman and his athlet-
ic abili1y surpasses that of any other player," 
said Brown. "(Men's baske1ball coach] Kirk 
Saulny should really come and watch him 
play." 
Mos1 members of the learn attribu1ed their par-
1icipa1ion in the program 10 1heir love for bas-
kc1ball. "Supernatural" power forward Parker, 
a junior his1ory major from Tila1oba. Miss., is 
one of the 1eam's mos1 passionale players. He 
said 1he intramura.ls offer "a chance 10 join other 
brothers for somelhing posi1ive." 
Hilllop Slaff/Eric Hall 
''Supernatural" player Yusef Ale•andrine attempts to reject an opposing player's shol as Justin Grows 
and Rahsnan Klng look on. 
Parker sums up his role on the team rather 
simply. 
··1 bring physical inside presence and heart 10 
the team.'" said Parker. 
The unique name of "Supemarural'" has an 
importan1 meaning. Brown said 1he 1eam's 
name "symbolizes inner strength in every Black 
man.'' He said when 1he team has ils back to the 
wall . it looks inside 10 find 1ha1 supemarural. 
Brown also said in1ramurals give s111den1s a 
chance 10 "chill ou1" from the daily stress of 
studying. According 10 Brown, the team has no 
1rue rivals bu1 themselves. 
Ano1her popular 1eam is 'The Circus,'" co-
captained by Lawrence McMillian of the 
Bronx. N. Y. As co-captain. McMillian feels he 
contributes mos110 the team in the form of scor• 
ing and energy. He has a basic motive for par• 
ticipating in the intramural program. 
"I like playing 10 slay in shape and show my 
talents," said McMillian. 
·The Circus" is currently 4-2. McMillian says 
i1s bigges1 rival is a team called ··Fu." 
What some participants lack in talent, they 
make up for in strong will. Many of the play-
ers may no1 have all the necessary skills of top 
baske1ball players bu1 they all have the heart of 
champions. 
" I enjoy my intramural experience and I will 
participa1e next year," said Parker. 
ln1ramurals will conlinue to roll on until a 
champion is crowned. It will surely be in1er-
es1ing 10 see wno emerges as the top learn. Will 
ii be "Supemaiurnl," 'The Circus,'" or someone 
else? Only time will 1ell. Until then, spec1acu-
lar sho1s, dunks and assis1s wi ll continue to 
charac1erize 1he program. 
,. 
Those interested in writing for the 
SportsFriday Page, please call -
. 
Sports Editor Kimothy K. Brown @ 
806-6866. Only a few issues left!! . 
• 
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Weight Training on the Rise at Howard 
Sophomore Natasha Cabouet, who is n regular patron in the weight room of Burr Cy1mmasi11m, li.lls 135 pow1ds. 
iiilhop St'\JT/Eric Hall 
BY KEVIN D. STEWART 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Pumping iron, being '"totally stoked," "getting your swoleon," 
weightlifting-whatever you call it, weight !raining has 1aken hold 
of Howard's campus. In this time of fighting-oriented workout 
videos. spas, and gyms, the building of muscle and body sculpt-
ing by weight 1mining has steadily increased in popularity. 
Burr Gymnasium is no longer the only place students can 
pump iron on campus. Curren1Jy, there are a hos1 of dom1s con-
taining workout rooms with 1he majori1y of the equipment being 
for weightli fling use. This proves 1hat weigh1 1raining is no1 just 
for jocks anymore. 
But even with the establishment of weight Ii fling facililies in 
lhe dorms. the majori1y of weigh! training goes on in a small 
room in Burr. Studen1s who are serious and longtime li fters, 
along wilh beginners, work oul under the guidance of William 
Johnson, a professor of ana1omy and kinesiology in the Depan-
menl of Physical Educa1ion and Recreation. He teaches the 
course on weight training, along with 01her courses offered by 
the depanmem. 
Johnson has been working with Howard studems for 30 years. 
Originally brought here to train 1eachers and to serve as the gym-
nastics instructor, he has branched out to coach most of the "ban-
dit spons" (non-major spons). Though his involvemen1 with 
weighllifting was due to 1he discontinua1ion of 1he gymnastics 
program. Coach Johnson reveals his true motive for gelling 
involved with the weighllifting course. 
"I gol involved in weight training more so for a personal mai-
ler as opposed 10 studen1s," Johnson said. "I wamed 10 stay in 
shape, and I was gelling too old 10 be running up and down on 
lhe [track] OUI there." 
When ques1ioned on the benefils of weigh! training, Johnson 
said, "When you gel to my age, well, you don't need a whole 
lot of stress on your joints. weigh! training is an ideal way to 
slay fit" 
Coach Johnson lakes his course very seriously, but allows his 
s1uden1s 10 enjoy 1he benefits of weight training. 
"I view weigh! training as an ac1ivi1y that someone can gel 
involved in10 for a life1ime, provided thal individual has an idea 
of what they wan1 10 ccomplish in this course," Johnson s1a1-
ed. 
His students set individual goals, and he s1ructures their 
workoul schemes 10 allow them 10 reach their goals. Johnson 
examines lhe sludents and grades them according to how close 
they actually get 10 their goals. 
Though 1he majority of Howard s1uden1s who weigh1lif1 are 
here slrictly for academic purpo$eS, 1here are a group of com-
mined Jiflers who come 10 work ou1 on a regular basis. 
Mario Washington, a junior chemical engineering major from 
Florida, is a regular in Burr's weiglnroom. Washington became 
involved in weightlifling while playing foolball in high school. 
He works oul from one 10 one-and-a-half hours three days a 
week. Washinglon feels 1hat this is imponan1 to mainlain his 
physical appearance and weight 
"I use 1he pyramid type workou1 10 build muscle mass and 
mainlain my cut [physique)," said Washington. 
He adds 1hat he feels 1he addi1ion of muscle by weigh11ifting. 
rather than carrying weigh! from a high percen1age of body fa1. 
Glynis Pins. a junior physician assistanl major. is pan of 1he 
new breed of women weightliflers. She works oul in the weighl-
room four 1imes a week. more 1ha11 many of her male cou111er-
par1s. bu1 her mo1i ves and physical appearance dispel 1he myth 
of female body builders with more muscles than 1he average 
man. 
"I ge1 out of weigh1lifting a good muscle tone, a nice body. 
and added energy 10 be able 10 do 1hings ... said Pius. 
Bolh Ray and Washing1on feel 1hn1 1he increased io1eres1 in 
weighllifling by women is posi1ivc for bo1h women and men. 
"It's cool and ii kind of makes you wanl 10 work harder. It feels 
like you have an audience:· laughs Ray. 
In the 1radilionally male-dominated mmosphere of lhe weigh!-
"I got involved in weight training more so for a per-
sonal matter as opposed to students,'' Johnson said. 
"I wanted to stay in shap_e, and I was getting too old 
to be running up and down on the [track] out there.'' 
will prolong his life. 
Another frequent user of 1hc weighrroom is Dustin Ray, a 
senior biology major from Sou1h Carolina. He uses 1he same 
regimen as Washing1on does. with a 1h.ree day workou1 for an 
hour and a half, though his motives arc differen1 from Wash-
ing1on's. 
"[Weigh11if1ing) allows me not 10 tire ou1 as easy when I do 
any strenuous ac1ivi1y. I feel stronger and in shape. l 1hink this 
increases my s1amina," Ray said. 
An increase in the number of students lifling weights is 
reflec1ed in the number of students enrolled in weightlifling. 
Johnson's class sizes range from 60 to 110 students. The large 
number of students is due 10 1he increased interes1 of women 
in weightlifling. 
"When I fi rs! si.rrted 10 leach this class we had 25 s1uden1s per 
class with very few ladies. Mosl of them were men. Now we 
have a majority of females and 1he classes have 1ripled," said 
Coach Johnson. 
-Coach William Johnson 
room. Glynis has had 10 deal whh some of the s1ereotypical 
views men have of women. 
"Men tend to lhink 1ha1 you can'I do anything. If anolher 
female asks me a ques1ion (about weightlifting] a man would 
jump in immediately and try 10 answer the question, rather than 
thinking 1hat I know the answer myself," s1a1ed Pius. 
All agree 1ha1 the nearly 20-year-old equipmen1 in Burr needs 
improvement. In addilion, the size of lhe facilities are inade-
qua1c for the number of people who work out in 1he room. 
"We need an improvement of the facilities and also in the 
maimenance of !his equipment ii needs to be overhauled at leas! 
1wice a year wilb 1be number of siudents we have in these class-
es. It's good equipmenl bul i1 needs 10 be upgraded." said Coach 
Johnson. 
Despile 1he lack of rnain1enance and 1he size of 1he facilities. 
Howard s1uden1s slill proceed to ge1 their ·•swoleon." Allhough 
it can be strenuous, 1he benefits and sa1isfac1ion of a good work-
out are wonh it. 
---~--------~----
THE HILLTOP 
Gia Landry Excels 
On and Off Tennis 
Court 
BY K JMOTHY K. B ROWN 
Hill1op Staff Wri1er 
Tennis may not be the best known 
spon at Howard University, bul the 
team remains consistent in hard work 
and good performances. Women's 
tennis team captain, sophomore Gia 
Landry, is a key ingredient in the 
team's recipe for success. 
The biology major from New 
Orleans, La. not only excels on the 
coun but in the classroom as well. 
She boasts an impressive 4.0 cumu-
1 ati ve grade point average. lo 
Landry's opinion, maintaining a good 
academic record while playing tennis 
is not as hard as it seems. 
"I simply went to all my classes and 
had a good relationship with profes-
sors," said Landry. '"Athletes usual-
ly don' t auend all classes anyway, so 
I felt I had 10." 
Sophomore tennis team captain G ia 
Landry excels on the coon and in the 
classroom. 
Landry said she has always been 
a1hle1ic. bu1 her 1ennis career began 
by accident. She staned a1 1he age of 
12 during a family vacation at a 
reson. Her paren1s told her 10 pick 
e i1her tennis or golf for recreation. 
Since she 1hought golf was boring. it 
was an easy decision for her 10 
choose her curren1 spon. 
As 1eam cap1ain, Landry feels it is 
her duty 10 keep the lines of commu-
nication open be1ween players and 
Head Coach Larry Strickland. She 
characterizes herself as a leader who 
se1, an example for the entire team. 
·•coach S1rickJand and I have a 
good relationship. He understands 
I'm nol on an athletic scholarship, but 
an academic one." said Landry. 
Although Landry has many 
streng1hs. among lhem her abilily 10 
hus1le. she feels her main weakness 
is lacking mental focus al limes and 
overall execu1ion on the coun. To 
improve, she simply relaxes. 
Being an African-American in the 
1ennis world can obviously be a dif-
ficuh experience. The recent success 
of Venus and Serena Williams is a 
s1ep in a posi1ive direction. according 
10 Landry. The Williams sisters 
recently me1 in the finals of the Lip-
Ion Championships. lhe fifth largest 
1ennis 1ournamen1 in the world. 
Venus defea1ed her younger sis1er 
Serena in lhrce se1s. 
''They [Venus and Serena] showed 
1he world 1ha1 African-Americans 
can play 1ennis." said Landry. 
A college a1hle1ic career always has 
its ups and downs. which Landry her-
self will aues1 10. She said her best 
memory is when she was voted the 
1eam's Most Valuable Player last year 
a~ a freshman. which lotal ly surprised 
her. Her worst was the !cam's loss to 
Hampton fonhe Mid Eas1em Athlet-
ic Conference (MEAC) title lasl year. 
In Landry's eyes, the 1ennis team 
has an abundance of talent that 
should lasl for a few years. She does 
nol have a best friend on the team, 
because she feels the en1ire learn is 
close. To pump 1hcmselves up, the 
learn lis1ens to mp music. "Tear Da 
Club Up" and '"Make 'Em Say Ugh," 
are among 1heir favori1es. 
This is tlie first year 1he MEAC 
champion receives• an invitation to 
the NCAA Tournament. In addi1ion, 
nobody on 1he learn has less than a 
3.0 grade poinl average. 
"We can really have an all-acade-
mic learn for the toumamen1 1his 
year," Landry said. 
Howard has problems with the lack 
of adequate facili1ies to accommo-
date several spons, including tennis. 
Landry says that because of the inad-
equate facilities, ii is very hard for the 
team to play a1 its maximum poten-
tial, bu1 the team is still doing well 
with what ii bas. The team plays its · 
home ma1ches a1 Banneker's tennis 
couns. Titis presents a huge problem 
during the winter. 
After her career at Howard ends, 
Landry will auend medical school 
and pursue eilher an M.D. or Ph.D. 
One thing is for sure: she has the 
po1en1ial to be the bes! at whatever 
she se1s her mind to. 
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"TIAA-CREF sets the 
standard in the 
financial services industry!' 
-Morningstar• 
AAA 
-s&P and Moody's 
rating for TtAA•' 
" Arn . ... 
... enca~ 
Top Pension Fund!' 
- MOfleyMagazine, January 1998 
IDGH MARKS FROM 
MORNINGSTAR, S&P, MOODY'S, 
MONEY MAGAZINE AND BILL. 
'\'I Te take a 101 of pride io gaining 
VV high marks &om the major rating 
services. But tbe fact is, we're equally 
proud of the ratings we get every day from 
our participant.!. lkcausc at TIAA-CREF. 
<nsuring the financial futures of the cduca• 
rion and research community is something 
that goes beyond stars and numbers. 
We bec.,me the world's largest retire-
ment organiz.ation by offeri"8 people a 
wide ra nge of sound investments, a 
commitment to superior service~ and 
opera.ting expenses tha.t arc among the 
lowest in che insurance and mutual fund 
industries.••• 
With TlAA-CREF. you'll gee the right 
choices-and the dedication-to help you 
achieve a lifetime of financial goals. The 
leading cxpens agree. So docs Bill. 
TlAA-CREF can help you build" com-
fortable, finllOcially secure tomorrow, with 
ta.x--defem>d ann\lities, mutual funds, IRAs, 
insurance and more. 
To find out more, call us at 1800 842·2776. 
w,Nw.tiU,-Cttf.org 
Ensuring the futme 
for those who shape it.~ 
·'-«'~ . w . ~1i...w,,u,.....,'4tu ,11l/M, • 01\nc,.,__..,~-nv.~.,.,,...,_........,.,......_._....,..~_....,.,..,,....,.,.._,., 
•••~~fw1 ,-,1.-w A .... HIJt.Li""'~ S..W-.._IN .~A,.,,,,,.. 0... 19'1~ TtM.(a,U ......... ~ ,~ ~I• 
...,a,...au:,......._._......._ ..... fl,\,\Wr-lM-.~..........., lt.- ~._.. ............... n.v..cu,~....,,___ 
, __ _,...~....._,...,._._....,.._,1'1-_,,_,....,...._ _,..,.__..,..w.,.,_.,.. _ _,--i,.fo ..... .,,......_tJJ MOMJ,UU on.~ 
~ . _......_.,...__,,._,.,__._......_.,. .,."""•-N'-» .... h,-.Mo"'--'..-.,.l I~ 
tune-in to one of 
~MEDIA'S HOTJEST 
·eAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
¾ , . 
' 
< 
' Cable Television Advertising Career Forum '99 
' ' ;~ Tuesday, April 13th • 6pm-9pm 
-~ 
, Blackburn University Center 
2nd Floor 
X DISCOVER ••• 
the tremendous career opportunities 
that exist throughout the nation in 
cable ad sales. 
MEET ..• 
one-on-one with cable industry 
executives who will bring you 
up-to-speed on all the possibilities 
for achieving your career goals in 
TV's fastest-growing medium. 
ATTEND ••• 
To attend, call Carol Dudley 
at 202.806.5806 
Sponsored by Howard University's School of 
Communications and School of Business, and 
the Cabletelevision Advertising Bureau. 
,· 
' 
' ~-
~ . 
. ' 
-
When: APril 10, 11:30am Registration • can Baclls April 11 
Where: ffl!'!•P~~~~~n1vers~.J1J•!.~,ld H~qse 
Who: Males and females ages 18 and older, 
co-ed Stunt & All-uirl Dance 
an IIJOtls 11111 be 
CIOStf 1.0 lie PlbHC. 
Which will it be on your office door? 
INKe yoo leove sdlool ond sltxl o cmeer, wil you feel cldlenged ond 
1ev.,irded? Win yoo be occuped by meonilgful m thot bmgs out your 
best ond plJIS yoo on the doors!ep of yo11 coreer gocis? 
If thtse questioas 1oa1em you, CIGNA W(ffl you to kroN there is 
m mll!mOlive to just onolhei job. Ml it cm be found right hele. Al ooe 
M..._ ol lhe world's lecnng g~ herielits <Oflll(lnies. V/e've built 
~ OUI success on hiring bright, ueotive r6ndools horn 
~ bod:grlltlld:s md ~ng them buld cr.ieen hosed 
oo !heir intereslS md obiilies. The 1esu1 is more pr01Wi1e 
wes tho! benefit US OS wel OS OU1 employees. 
People ming ol CIGNA in genuine~ richer 101 the experience. 
Ml we're not just t!Ailgoboot sdoiyord benefits. One ex• : otJ 
lecdeMp Developriieot Program gives promisi),j grodootes lho chooce 
IO ex~01e vorioos jobs ond ntining ohernotiYes befoie settfrlg on o mol 
choice. In od&oon, we ore hie#( regcrded in the~ c001Mly for 
providi),j o ming ellViroivnent rixJI losleis people's ospirotions both 
on and off the job. 
lffre's a spot waffing for you at CIGNA. learn rt101e by 
lisiting OUI Web site or spooking wi1h on OIKOm!XJS repeseototive. 
Congratulations Graduate ! 
O■t CIGNA: Many Opportunities, 
W•••••«p;(CllfflOIYlllV-'ltl#/1/D/Y ·O&\.l"tm 
IOOW(-uaid/or.,, °'""' dis 1'lls>dooios.. 
MOll ~ 111 ~ br U>Sidimiosd OGIIA c.,..,11on, 
.w, p!Mt i:,s,n,c• a,d •el:ttd r,aMll. 
WWw.d91a.tOM 
- ~ 
CIGNA 
A Bu.siness of Caring. 
B7 
• 
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The Homecoming Steering Committee is seeking dedicated and 
qualified applicants for the following positions: · 
Executive Staff · 
Vice Chair 
Operations Manager 
Public Relations Director 
Volunteer Coordinator 
Executive Secretary 
Executive Assistant 
Fundraising Manager 
' 
' \ 
Event Coordinators 
Mr. & Miss Howard Pageant 
Libation Ceremony 
Alumni Fashion Show Brunch 
Gospel Concert 
Alumni Concert 
Artistry in Motion 
Comedy Show 
Fashion Show 
• 
• 
Family Reunion (YardFest) 
Retro Tunnel 
Hip -Hop Concert 
Parade 
Step Show 
. ' 
ALL applicants will be SERIOUSLY considered. 
(The ''Homeboy Hook-Up'' is not in effect.) 
\ 
Job Descriptions and Applications will be available Monday, April 5th 
in the Homecoming office, Room 109 (Power Hall) in the Blackbum 
University Center. 
j 
' ~ 
·, 
\ - -
' --, 
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From the people that brought you the HYATT REGENCY 
the past 2years, we had to get bigger & better 
********************************************* 
SELMO, PLEASURE, & FAISON 
' 
In conjuction with YOLO ENTERTAINMENT 
CORDIALLY INVITE YOU TO 
THE EXCLUSIVE 
********************************************* 
3RDANNUAL 
GRADUATION CELEBRITY 
CELEBRATION 
SATURDAY~ MAY 8th 
at the Historic 
WASHING TON CONVENTION 
CENTER 
(IN THE GRAND BALLROOM) 
For more info or questions E-mail yolo66@yahoo.com 9pm-until 
********************************************* 
SPECIAL HOWARD GRADUATION 
HOTEL RATES $109 at the Luxurious $109 
GRAND HYATT 
1000 H st. N.W. (btw 10th & 11th) 
(directly across from the Washington Convention Center) 
Limited Roorns Available at $109 
parents, friends, & family ask for the Howard graduation room bloc I 
Call (202) 582-1234 or (800) 233-1234 
LOWEST ROOM RATES IN THE AREA! 
CONGRATULATION TO THE CLASS OF 1999!! 
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All HILLTOPICS are due, paid 
In full , the Monday before 
publlcatlon. Announcements 
by campus organizations for 
meetings, seminars or non-
profit are charged as Individ-
uals. Individuals advertising 
for the purpose of announc-
ing a service, buying or sell-
ing are charged $5 for the 
first 20 words and $1 for 
every additional five 
words.Local companies are 
charged $10 for the first 20 
words and $2 for every five 
words thereafter. Personal 
ads are $2 for the first 10 
word and a $1 for every addi-
tional five words. 
Spnng 1999 
ALPHA PHI ALPHA 
FRATERNITY INC 
Ctlai,(er 
THE KJNGS 01= WASET 
Aloaa 
The Second GQlden Age 
AhU 
THE NEGOTIATORS 
Ryan M Moore 
KA 
Rudyard L M H,lhard 
PTAH HOTEP 
P Ko IJna N Yankah 
1 ·& 99 
2·& 99 
3·&99 
4•&99 
5· £\-99 
6·0-99 
7•& 99 
8-&99 
9,0-99 
1~& 99 
11 · 99 
THE SECOND SHAKKARA 
Keith A. Goll 
MELCHIZEOEK 
CtiannlnQ T Hawkins 
AKHENATEN Ill 
w,noa O J Moles 
MENKAUAE Ill 
R Enc Tyson Jr 
AL·AUSAR 
Alcide de Jean KJng Ill 
SNEFRU 
randon Troy Neal 
ONYX-PYLORUS 
Faheem W Ma1eed 
NARMER 
Rodenck E. ThOmpson 
MENELEK 
DUKE NEXT SEMESTER? 
See Ms Betty Aikens (Room G 11 , Adm,n 
Bldg) about the Duke & Howard 
Exchange Program 
Community Day Is Apnl 10 Call 
806 4135 10 part1cIpaIe 
Please join the NaI1011111 Council of Negro 
Women, Tues. Apnl 6th for general body 
meeting and elechon of 99-00 Executove 
Board com. Call 202 939 0167 for more 
lnfO 
HU A Communlfr 0,,1,HCII, Will bO 
ltlrowlrtQ I (Tllri VIIUI party IO< voJu,,-
IOOrt 11 fll(l lrld of Ap/1I 
Texas Club 
Join us O Uno's (Union Station) 
Tonight O 7pml 
Community Day Is Apnl 10._ Call 
806 4135 10 participate 
The end ,s coming 
Down South Boys Product,ons 
The Last Party 
Apnl 22, 1999 
Volunteer meeting for Community Day Is 
Thurs , Apnl 8 0 7pm m Bethune Annex 
Seminar room 
Haitian Students Association meeting 
Thursday, Apnl 8 C 6 ,n Blackbum 
Forum Room 
HU A COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
no 60 70 VOiunteers lor YOUTH 
.,..,:.IMIT on &iturday April 3rd Interest 
ad w ntotrs Should an rld lhe meeting 
on Tuelday, March 30111 tn Bothuna 
Annexat7pm 
Cl in 102 in Block 
8Cl)◄ 
CSA Pocnoc. Saturday, Apnl 10. 1999 0 
Rock Creek.12·6pm. 16th and Kennedy 
Come and worship on Sunday, Apnl 4:-
1999, at Rankin Chapel w,th the Under• 
graduate Student AssemblY Our Cell to 
Chapel kicks off our Annuaf Spnng Black 
Arts Fest1val-Apnl 4•10. 1999 
Class ot 1999 
Remember when ... T-shirts 
On sale next week! 
-Community Day Is Apnl 10. Call 
806 4 f35 to part1Ctpate. 
X.ro1oHoward Symposium.· O.ve/op,ng 
A Corporattt-AcadernK: PartntNSiltp 
Wednesday,Apnl7, 1999 
8 30am-12pm and 1 pm-5 15PI"\ 
Blackbum Center Auditorium 
Spnng Fling Winners 
I st Pnze Dan lllle Hyles 
2nd Pnze Waide8 Jones 
3td Prile '-'d>ale SalmOn 
Thanks •\/llf'/009 fOr vour support! 
Th~y April eiii:1sNat,onal Aioiioi 
5cteM,tng 0.y and HUOEPP IS offering 
tee, anonymous educellOO sessions 
.,.M,. you can ta•• a written sell· 
essessment IOt alcohol p,colems, as~ 
qu&6tk)ns, and ta~ to a heallll proles• 
siOMl-aO IOt f'"l Blaekbum, Recreation 
Area .. 1 Oam·2Pm 
~~~::-~~~..: 
JllOM. ""'11 S. 1999111 7pm In !he OI B 
_, $3812, sa o I ll,lsllaUGSA 
$i,rk>g ~ Alls f"5Uva! -
- Arts ~ Sc,etq"'s'seo,or ~ -
April 25-May 1, 1999 
S1QP by Blacl\Wm. Room 106 IOt 1st of 
events 
Come and be a judge at UGSA's vanaty 
show! The audience wiil have a chance 
to YOte lO< Of aga,nst tr>e unrvers;ty·s top 
tafanL Wednesday, Apnl 7 at 7pm S5 
adffllSSIOfl 
lli'fOU MU0 
IONCS DC~t:NlCIH 'rlClllft. CAI.lo LJ9A A 
1131 
1KtY All WH!L.l ..-.-wo::. 
I HU CIWIOII ID I Ufll 
CALL ME UP .JrS A otU THANG 
\ 
You ara cord,ally lllVlted to the Women 
Arnbassadofs Conference on Woman and 
democracy The event organized in celebra• 
tlOfl of women·, month NlD hono< the 11 
woman (11 OU1 of 173 ambassadors) wno ara 
ambassadors to Wastungton 
Date Tuesday. March 16, 1999 
Time 10am-12 
Place: Blaci<bum Center West Ballroom 
Howard Gospel Coor ca!ebrates 30th 
aM111ersa'l w,th a Pre-Anniversary Service 
on Apnl 2 , 1999 at 6pm at Rankin Qiapel 
Spring Staci< At18 Fastr,,al bnngs 10 you the 
best fashion show ot the season. Al)(~ 8 at 
8pm One show only' Dor\ I you misa dl 
Cramton, S15 &tudanl adrruSSIOfl. 
Rough ,;eek? Jesus ,.,n ltf1 yoo up' Young 
Adults Fellowship. Ton,ght, Eng,neanng Audt-
tonum 7pm 
You <!>ON hOW we do rt UGSA 18 5an,n' ,t off 
Nith our annual YardFest Join us lrve on lhe 
main yard lor Iha food, fun, and f9S1M~es on 
Apnl 9 from 11 am until 5pm. Free. of course, 
Howard Gospel Choor celebrates 301h 
Anniversary w,th a Pre-Ann111ersary Serv,ce 
on Apnl 24, 1999 at 6pm al Ranlun Chapel 
UGSA ends the week wh our AMual Salute 
lo Black Adl1evers Luncheon The luncheon 
salute, Black p,oneers and trendsatters and 
111e,r accomplishments lhrougtlOUt the Otas-
po,a. Saturday. Ap(,1 10 1n Blackbum's 
Gallery lounge torm 12pm-2-m. 
Tha Undergraduate Student Assembly pre-
sant5 ,is Annual Sonng Black A11s Festival• 
Apnl 4•10. 1999/ Come JOO us for each and 
every event ; don't yoo m,ss ,11 
FOR RENT 
HousamaIe wanted Call for deta•ls 
202387 4239 
Two Bedroom Condo 1 block to Howard U 
and 3 blocks to Metro Washer/Dryer. Wall lo 
Wall Carpet, Private deck and modem apph, 
ances are Inctuded Rent: $825/month Must 
have good credll and rental history Call Mrs. 
Harper 703 807.3153. 
Fum1sneorclom:-uirge Non-Smoking Walk 
to Howard, S385/month All ut1ht1es included 
Secunty deposll required. Call Mrs Shorter 
7033850538 
Room 4 rent-single, female, non-smoker. s,j:" 
ver Spnng. S5007month includes ut1hI1es Call 
301 593 2422. 
Duplex. Spac,ous 3 BR, 2 Bath, CAC, WW, 
WO, OW, Cable, Three levels. walking dis 
tance, $1150 plus ut1ht1es Ms Drummond 
3012292485 
Beautilul immaculate two & lhree bedrooms 
lor renl. with remodeled kitchen & wall to wal' 
carpet. Please call Janet at 202.841 6725 
Wanted GraduaIe students to share house In 
HyaItsv1lle MO. 
I SI floor-2/bathroom 
2nd noor-2/bathroom 
Basement unit-1 /bathroom. Large deck & 
yard, W/0, split utlh11es Possible par1<Jng 
Also, 1 BA. duplex 1n luxury bldg available off 
Logan Park. Call Max at 301 927.3297 
FOR SALE 
A joumey through 365 days of Black History. 
For the month of Feb. calendars are $10 plus 
$3.50S+H (poonty mail), S 1 extra each add1-
tional calendar. Checks or money orders 
made payable to:lokts 
Attentl< , l 
0 
l Cl n 
Cap Clly Negro league Co!Tectlon Worlds 
Freshest Baseball Caps. 202.722.0701 or 
800.223.TAJO 
EMPLOYMENT/ SERVICES 
U S MARINE CORPS OFFICER PAO· 
GRAMS 6·10 week paid summer intemsh1p 
managementlleadershtp expenence No 
obl,gat10n to serve 301.394 0519 
S1500 weekly potentlBI ma,hnQ our circulars 
No experience required. Free info packet. 
Call 202.452.5940 
i.SAT. GAE. and GMAT preparation courses 
at GWU $475 or less .. about half the cost ot 
commarc1&I prep classes! call GW at 
973.1150 
Volunteer Computer ·Teachans Needed 
Byte A.lck. iS a DC based non-prof,t 0r9anlui• 
tion which provides lree computer traIn1ng to 
inner-city DC residents . Thay are looking for 
YOlunteers to teach (5) 90 m,nute class over 
he weeks Classes ,nctuda Windows 95, 
Word, Excel, Power P0tnl , Access and the 
tntemet. If YoU are interested ,n volunteenng 
for th•s important cause please email volun• 
teerObytebback.org or can the Byte Back 
office at 202 518 8780. You can also see the•r 
Webs,te at www byteback.org 
:ioiii"ihe siack Collage Network 
www bcnusa com 
1-888-9673-◄bcn 
lnterl\$htpS, Scholarships, Chat rooms and 
much more 
Eam $500 by noon. No seWng, Just adVarl-;; 
company 800• Easy money. 1.fve hotline 
1 800.8f1.2'41 code, 81035 Wa close aB 
54!95 
Wanted 98 Peopie 
we·• pay you to lose 
up 10 29+ 'bs E"-l)lnlS 4·9-99 
Cel· 1 800 242 0363 ~ 1240 
S1udents, Faculty, StaH 
Top pnc:es paid lor used and unwanted terct• 
books w !!'I resaa value Ta, Book Serv,ce 
202.722.0701 0t 800 233 TAJ() 
TIJtors needed fOr program a1 Gamet, Paner• 
soo Midd:e Sd>ool. Program wil run APtil 19-
June 3!0, meeting Moriday-Th .. 11::r 
trom3 30-4 .30pm Tt.r.ors will be s, Mir 
II interested please send !8S\Jl1l8 10 
1 oo Slaclo. Men of G1'98'ar was:w ,gto11 
c/oRegg,e~, 
52221st~es~ 
Washngton.OC20006 
Oeacl.'ne lot Receipl ol AMumes is April 9111 
II quest10os, email reg'"JVOaol com 
Are you 1ooka,g lot a C'l8 enge? Do yot, ~e 
woci<ing wt:ll young people? t>o you want a 
Cllance to hano out wilh young people and 
ShOW l!l8ffl Ina skllls they 8111 go,ng IO need In 
the Mura? It so, tne<e ls a smaD o,ganizatJOn 
on Ille DC area that s looking loc YOUUeers to 
ass,st Ill Ila sJ..llls uaon,ng or tutoring lot at• 
risk youth. P14lase ca 301 699 r,34 and as,,. 
'°' Eric.. 
1 
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Personals 
Seniors, 
Remember when ... 
Everyone went to the Magic Room? 
- Congratulations 2- -99 
You wor1<ed hard and earned it. 
Looking forward to seeing you 
freak it today .you sexy thing! 
Love Always, Spice 
To the Negotiators: 
Always have a plan. Don't repeat 
past mistakes. Tradition doesn't 
control you, you control tradition! No 
matter what you do, we ALWAYS 
have your ack! 
The ORIGINAL negotiators: 
1 · -95, 2- -95, 7- -95. 
BLUE PUAA•FECTION IS COMING 
Seniors, 
Remember when ... 
The NOSIS underground newspaper 
came out! 
Off the Hook! The Bomb! The best 
trip I've ever been to Black Beach 
Spring Break in Montego Bay, 
Jamaica. Thanks Juan for 
everything. 
2- a99: 
Welcome to the spec family! You've 
waited a long time for this and you've 
earned it all! Stay intense and 
dedicated-the real work and reward 
is yet to come! 
7- -93, 2- -95, 3- -96 
Janelle, Congratulations on getting 
into PT school. 
Tim 
Seniors, 
Remember when ... 
The Quad and Drew didn't have fans! 
If you missed Black Beach Spring 
Break in Montego Bay, Jamaica and 
would like to go next year call me to 
be a rep or get on ear1y payment 
plan. 202.387.8622 Juan Davis 
Some thought we were gone, ut we 
never left. We just reinvented 
ourselves like granddaddy's do. To 
all those who hated, just look at 
those who waited! To those who 
failed to shine in our a sence, step 
aside and let the KINGS e your 
guide .... its gonna e ice-cold from 
now on. RIDE ON!! -Hed-Heru. 
Jamaica Funk Crew, Jamaica was off 
the hook! I'll never forget Spring 
Break 99! I luv you guys! 
The True Philly Diva 
UMAC Cardio Kickboxing class sign 
up now/low student rates. 
202.387.8622 - Juan Davis. 
Eric, 
I love you, man! I'm prouder of you 
than you know. You can do anything 
and in everything you do you have 
my uncompromising love and 
support. ALWAYS! Welcome to the 
frat! '06! 
• Your rother, Christopher. 
Ben, 
Thanks for keeping me company in 
Margaritville, when I was tired of 
dancing. You are a sweaty. 
-
Need help with Gymnastics call Juan 
DaVis 202.387.8622. 
CH1nI111s ANO JELLO MM MM GOOD! 
Huy II, The Saptan Ill, Grim Knight V, 
Black Ice VI. The Fab 4 forever! 
HU students held it down In Jamaica1 
Bombchelle, Keya and Marquise-
Jamaica was off the hook!! 
To Ter1ika, Thanx for being here 
honey. I had lots of fun - come back 
sooo darting l 
Eric 
Grza, i'm never gomg to Sert>ia for 
Sp11rig Break aga n!! 
BaJkl 
fllSIHID ll 
1oio 
lllGAIINE , 
ORACLE 
IITSlTlIDIIIT 
You 1 • 
rea1nd1d to: 
le 21 to 
Party 
Dr1nk 
Responsibly 
Get YOllf 
Party OD! 
xr • s SPRI G AGAI l AHO 
SA'tURDA1 H?GRrs JUSr GO H0rr1~. 
lNtl\O t 'G 
SOFRITO SATURDAYS 
ACR V£Rt ATU DA NIGHT 
l't Al.l. V 
BAR NUN CLU'B 20 00 
13! 0 TR t, ~.N.t •oc 
DOORS OP&N @ 8 : OOPN 
~ -c-.c==> 
*** -~-t ~AMCI ra.oo~• 
•• 
ONLY $5 UNTIL llPN •tTI TllS TlCK£fl ! ! 
t•t$i fllllOlll~t 
FREE Salsa & Merengue Lessons starting @ 9 p.m. 
Presenting 
Tho 
Howa 
Un 
Sc 
8 
Happy 3rd Anniversary 
Authentic 35 
Spring 1996 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated 
Sunday Nesbitt Zandl Fennell 
lindaMerus Carmen Whitt 
Shanda Blandon MUJJcent Springs 
Candace Jackson 
- Kamilah GUmort 
Candace Wdliams Tashya Ektchukwu 
Amelia Cobb Lesli Foster 
A. Joharl Johnson TraShawn Thomton 
DebraMcCov ' Misty Shellner 
• 
Monica Triplett 1 Mia Blakeney 
Seba Johnson Cayce Ounmins 
Kerri Conntr Vicki Byrd 
Nadia Shepherd Natasha Thompson 
Melanie Bell Adritlfne Lofton 
Mkki Young , Tamm Hayt 
N',co/e Strawder , ZhOIUldro Jona 
Danette Gerald ! BrandJHardtlt 
Patrice Dehaney I Natalit Swift 
Kenya Sumnu 
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